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NOTES

OF

THE

WEEK.

Because he exemplifies the state of mind of many
gentlemen in England now abed, we will run the risk
of further, advertising here the writer of Blackwood’s
“Musings
without Method, ” whose name,
we
understand,is Mr. Charles Whibley, the author of a “Book
of’ Scoundrels,”
and the lay preacher, under the
disguise of “An Englishman,” of the “Daily Mail.’’ This
amply-equipped
person,
you must understdnd, having
never in his life done a thing for democracy, or thought,
as far as we can learn, a thing about it, has now taken
it into his head that all the rest of the world that is
concerned with democracy, wishes for its success and is
prepared to make sacrifices for it, is wrong; and not
only wrong but probably hypocritical. Democracy
as
a motive of the war, and, indeed, as the war’s only
justification, Mr. Whibley finds it impossible to consent
to. What ! he says, men are fighting for “the
trumperycause of democracy,” or for any such abstract
ideas as justice and liberty ! Never; it is no in the
nature of men : but they are fighting against Germany.
What,
however, Germany is, save an abstraction ,for
the majority of people, we do not know, but let it pass.
It is a little more serious in so representative
a
plutocratic
clubman as Mr. Whibley that distrust as well as
contempt of the ‘‘people” should become articulate in
these days when, if not the people, nobody has any
ideals whatever.
In particular,
he denies that the
people are even the authors of revolution; for the
RussianRevolution, he says, far from ‘being, as we and
Rodzianko and Miliukoff and Lvoff imagined, the work
of the Russian people, “was, in its inception, a
movement
of the governing class and of the army.’’ Always,
you see, it is the “aristocracy” with our Mr. Whibleys
that is right and that takes the initiative even in revolutions
against
itself. The people and the people’s cause
are powerless and trumpery. The Whibleys are the
sole source of all good.
***
However, there is madness as well as musing in the
methods adopted by our Prussians: and we shall not
be far wrong if we find the explanation of this eruption
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in the annoyance of our clubmen at the intervention of
America in their spectacular war. From the point of
view of the Englishman of the “ Daily Mail’ ’-including
the Irishman,
Lord Northcliffe-the
war was being
conducted in the thoroughly British fashion so gratifying
to the merely heartless spectator. we were, that is to
say, committing every conceivable‘ blunder and risking
national ruin at every step without a single notion in
our wooden heads of any other motive than simply
hatred of “Germany. ” That America has entered the
war precisely to define its objects in terms of ideas and
to lift it above the level of a universal dog-fight is,
therefore,America’s chief offence in our clubmen’s eyes.
What should mere Englishmen, looking through their
windows, be wanting with ideas; So there be plenty of
blood spilt who cares for the cause ! And it is no
mitigation of their disappointment that, as they must in
secret admit, America has actually come into the war
upon the side of England not a moment too soon. Lord
Northcliffe,
it is true, pretends to believe that even
without
America, England would have won the war;
and he insinuates, if he dare not openly assert it, that
far his part he would rather England lose the war than
owe her victory to America. But for the rest of us the
assumption of pride has long since been abandoned. We
cannot flatter our selves that our precious governing
classes would have been able or were even in a state of
promise to carry through the war without greater help
than they were already receiving. The intervention ,of
America is, therefore, for us nothing less than a godsend ; and her intervention with ideas no less than with
arms is an added blessing.
***
But let us be clear in our understanding
of the
American idea: it is democracy and nothing less than
democracy.
All the disinclination
of our English
reactionaries to consider democracy seriously has not
affected, and will not affect, the democratic purpose
of Mr. Wilson.
The more, in fact, we deny it or
attempt to belittle it on this side of the Atlantic the
more it will be affirmed and even exaggerated upon the
other side. And the crux is certainly the question of the
distinction between the German governing classes and

the German people. Upon this subject it is obvious
that a difference of opinion, amounting to fanaticism,
is beginning to exist between England and America
which, unless we can by some means reduce it,
threatens to keep the two countries apart and to widen
the psychological breach between them. On our own
side, it is affirmed that the assumption of a real difference
between the Prussian Government and the German
people is sentimental and illusory; and hence that in
any event we must
be prepared,
even
if the
Hohenzollerns
should be dethroned, to treat Germany in future
as if she were always potential Prussia. But upon the
American side it is maintained that the difference is real
and hence that we must be prepared, after a German
revolution, ’ to resume democratic relations with the
German people. Which is right?
’That for our own
side of the case there is plenty of evidence in the form
of the words and deeds of the German people, most
of which, we are bound to admit, evince a distressing
unity of character between Government
and people,
is not to be denied. That, on the other hand, Mr.
Wilson is walking by faith, and nut by sight, in
presuming upon the distinction, is no less undeniable.
But what, however, is’ precisely the idea of the war and
gives the war its Ideal character is this very faith of
Mr. Wilson and of democrats generally in what, by
admission, appears to be for the moment contradicted
by facts. Facts, we must concede, are in favour of
our Gradgrinds who hold that there is no difference
between the German people and the Prussian governing
classes.
But the truth, we feel, is nevertheless with
Mr. Wilson, even if he has to make it true!
But
how to make it true-that
is now the question; and
we can only repeat what we have often already said,
that this requires, in the first place, military demonstration,
but,
in
the immediately
second
place,
rational
discussion preceded by an understanding
of Germany
if not with Germany. Let, by all means, the military,
demonstration continue, if only to prove once and for
all that no nation can ever again hope to conquer the
world by arms (for the era of conquest has now given
way to the era of exploitation); but at the same time
let us open up discussion with the mind of Germany,
not ceasing, in fact, to reason while dying.
The
material is at hand and the intervention of America
makes our use of it imperative.
***
The resolutions of the Imperial War Conference (a
body not to be confused with the Imperial War Cabinet)
have been published in part; and from their tendency
we may infer the direction in which the Governments
of the Empire are meaning to move. Taken
singly
and as definitions of objects worth keeping in view,
we cannot say that any of the resolutions strikes us
as unwarranted.
But when we ask, in the first place,
what they assume will be the permanent state of the
world after the war; and, in the second place, what
they involve in method---the conclusions appear to
us to be alarming. That in the abstract it is wise,
having such an Empire as we compose, to conserve
its natural resources, to exploit them and to make the
whole Commonwealth mutually self-supporting,
we do
not deny; but it is clear that in the present deliberate
;direction of policy towards these ends, our governing
classes have in mind something in the nature of an
Imperial Zollverein of at least a semi-hostile character
towards the nations that are now our enemies. This is
obvious in the resolution that commits the Empire to
trade-preferences
as between
its members and our
present
Allies ; for the discrimination
against
Germanyis here virtually avowed. But what is this hut
to perpetuate the conditions of war and to confirm
the German people in the worst interpretation they have
ever put upon our acts? We confess that we should
find it hard, if we were Germans, to look at the
resolutions in any other light than as designed to
boycott our commerce within the limits of the British

Empire and the present Allies for ever ; and we confess
that, upon looking upon the matter in that light, we
should not feel disposed to peace while we could stand
and see.
In the second glace, let us examine the
methods
involved. They imply, to begin with, such
a State concern with industry in general as has never
been dreamed of before outside the circles of StateSocialism.
The component States of the Empire are
severally and jointly to map out their resources,
encourage their development, and dovetail them into one
another in a manner resembling rather that of some
colossal Trust than the policy of Governments in the
past.
And this must involve, again, the open and
active partnership, of States with Capital in all parts of
the Empire. The prospect for Labour under these
circumstances is, we must say, as black as it can be
painted.
For, on the one side, we are to have a federation
of State authorities jointly in partnership
with a
ubiquitous capitalist class; while, on the other hand,
Labour in the various units of the Empire remains
localised and divided.
The result can easily
be
imagined.
Against Labour in any given State of the
Imperial Commonwealth
not only will its own State
and its own capitalist class be found arrayed;
but’
behind these local enemies will stand the Empire at
large and Capital at large. By a single act the unit
of capitalist control has thus been enlarged from that
of a single to that of a federated State ; by which means
it will be as if every Trade Union were now forced to
declare a strike against an Empire as well as against
an employer.
***
We gather that Mr. Bonar Law, like Mr. Lloyd
George, has been more impressed by the patriotism of
the .wealthy during the present war, than by anything
else-so surprising,
we take it, is the association of
patriotism and money. On the other hand, we cannot
ourselves see in what directions the patriotism of the
wealthy classes has been demonstrated.
To begin kith,
than the cost of the Boer War, that little model of
everythingcorrupt, no war-costs have ever been as lightly
distributed over the wealthy classes of the country as
have been the costs of the present war. One quarter
only of our expenditure is falling at present upon
income, leaving three-quarters to be raised by loan at a
high rate
of interest
from
the income-tax-paying
classes ; and of this quarter a good half is falling directly
upon the shoulders of the wage-earning classes in the
form of taxes and enhanced prices. As if this were not
enough to discount Mr. Bonar Law’s claim, we have
only to consider that in the main the interest on the
war-loan is a kind of subsidy to the wealthy classes,
enabling them to pay their taxes, to prove that, in effect,
the wealthy classes in the long run will not be taxed at
all. Is it any wonder under these circumstances that
even the “Spectator”
is vaguely aware of the injustice
of the present system of paying for the war, and
expected an increase of taxation in the new Budget? There
need be less wonder still at Mr. Bonar Law’s naive
defence of low taxation on the ground that “if you tax
income too heavily, the Government could not rely upon
getting money by loans.’’
Since loans pay the wealthy
classes, raising money by loan must clearly be adopted
in preference to taxation; but the choice can scarcely
be said to prove the patriotism of the wealthy. On the
contrary, every penny of loan in such straits as we are
in is a plain proof of our want of patriotism; for what
lover of his country would pride himself upon lending
when the need was really of giving?
***
With the tact that marks him out as still a coming
man Mr. Bonar Law in the course of his speech on the
Budget congratulated the victims of the excess profits
tax upon having uttered no complaints.
He must,
however, allow US to differ from him, and in two
respects, In the first place, there have been many com-

plaints, of which the most recent appeared
in the
“Times”
the day before the Budget was introduced
over the name of the President of the Association of
Chambers of Commerce-and
a disgraceful complaint it
was, to be sure. And, in the second place, if there has
been comparatively little complaint, it has been because
there has been less than nothing to complain of. The
surprising thing, indeed, is not that our employing
classes should have made so little complaint, but, next
to their impudence in making any at all, that a far
greater complaint than theirs should not have been
made by the people at large. In a war such as this,
when millions are risking and thousands are losing all
that is dear to them, the employers first procure and
afterwards make a merit of accepting not just their
ordinary profit, but an excess, a surplus, something
more than usual. And Mr. Bonar Law congratulates
them upon their patriotism ! The
opportunities,
moreover,for evading the tax, or, at any rate, for mitigating
its severity are numerous, and our employers have not
hesitated to use them all. With the help of Mr.
McKenna (who has now become what he always was,
a private bank-director),
the employers
first found
means to persuade the world that a fifty per cent. tax
upon
their surplus profits would be ruinous;
but
now that they have learned the tricks they find that even
a sixty per cent. tax is not fatal, and that an eighty per
cent. tax is only nominal.
This last remark, by the
way, unlike most of the speculations concerning finance,
can be proved to the simplest minds. An elementary
sum in arithmetic is sufficient for the purpose : as
follows.The tax at sixty per cent. yields, we are told,
140 millions, which, if we are not mistaken, is equal to
millions for each unit per cent. Rut at 80 per cent.,
which is 20 more than sixty, the difference in yield, Mr.
Bonar Law tells us, is only to be 20 millions, or, at the
rate of 1 million per unit per cent.
Our readers, we
hope, will see that there is something wrong in a
calculation which makes sixty per cent. yield 140 millions,
and eighty per cent. only
millions. The
rest,
however,
must be silence.
***
The “New Statesman” has been the first and only
journal (we believe) to point out the effect of the
inclusionof the ‘‘controlled establishment” in the Excess
Profits Act : it is to tear up the scrap of paper on which
was written the pledge of the Government to the Trade
Unions.
As everybody knew at the time, and most by
now have forgotten, the consent of the Trade Unions
to the dilution of labour, and to the abrogation of their
rules, was only obtained under promise of “control” of
profits (in short, the elimination of excess of war-profits)
in all the shops in which those rules were to be
suspended.And, on the whole, so effective has this
Controlbeen, that of the 143 millions paid in excess profits
tax last year, only a small fraction was paid by the four
thousand
controlled establishments.
The
sight,
however,of the uncontrolled establishments making these
excess profits and sharing their plunder with the State,
has provoked envy in the hearts of the controlled
establishmentswho have now succeeded (with little trouble)
in inducing the Government to put them upon the same
footing with their licensed brethren.
It is true that it
was only by a pledge to restrict profits that Labour was
persuaded to accept the conditions of the Munitions and
other Acts. It is also true that in revoking that pledge
by inviting controlled establishments henceforward
to
unlimited profiteering
the Government
must needs
absolve in equity the Trade Unions from continuing to
fulfil their part of the bargain,
No matter;
the
controlled
establishments have the power to compel the
Government to break its word; and the Trade Unions
have neither the sense nor the spirit to resent it
effectively. One little nation the more has been over-ridden,
overrun and outraged;
that it is tabour
and not
Belgium is
an
accident.

While the cootrolled establishments
are ceasing to
be controlled to the end that they may make war-profits,
the shipping industry, by a curious turn of fortune, has
just been brought under control, to the end that it may
cease to make war-profits.
The reason for this double
shuffle, we confess, eludes us, nor was there in Mr.
Bonar Law’s speech any light to guide us.
“It is
easy,” he said, “to be wise after the event, and, in my
opinion, we delayed too long in taking over the control
of shipping.”
Putting aside the fact that it was as
easy in the matter of shipping to be wise before as after
the event, the question is left unanswered why it is
suddenlyadvantageous
to bring shipping under control
simultaneously with the release from control
of the
engineering
establishments.
Is it that each of the great
industries must be allowed its innings at making warprofits; and that it is now the turn of the engineers,
the shippers having run up the respectable score of
some hundreds of millions of profit? Or is it that the
public to-day, as in the days when the engineering
shops were first brought under control, cannot be
expected to tolerate the particular form of profiteering
associated with an immediate need ? Our speculations,
we are aware, are as futile as they must needs occur to
any intelligent and inquiring mind. There is no answer
to these questions; but we must simply leave them
wrapt in mystery and in dark suspicion.
***
Unlike Mr. Bonar Law, we have been chiefly
impressed during the war by the failure in respect of
ability, intelligence, foresight, and thoroughness of our
wealthy, that is to say, of our governing classes. Never
in the history of the world, as others than we have
pointed out upon many occasions, has a class existed of
such wealth, privilege and power as our own plutocracy
has controlled; and never has a class of the kind
demonstrated more clearly than ours the failure of these
things to ensure in the class that possesses them the
correspondingly
superior qualities
of character
and
capacity.
Where have all the miserable follies,
disasters, and weaknesses of our conduct of the war been
shown but in the higher commands which have been the
preserve of the wealthy classes? Inpolitics, in diplomacy,
in the military and in the naval direction of the
war, the class that has arrogated to itself supreme
commandand been jealous to madness of sharing command
with the other classes has proceeded from one blunder
to another, until at length it is only due to the miraculousness
of the character
of the common people that we
are escaping the fate that would otherwise have
overwhelmedus. We are not writing as Jacobins, but as
citizens merely when we affirm that, in our opinion, a
common jury of Englishmen could have made no more
mistakes than the picked gentlemen of England.
On
the other hand, we are convinced that they would have‘
made fewer.
We have in mind at this moment the
failure of the Admiralty to deal with the German
submarine menace and of the excuses put forward upon
their behalf. Admittedly,
the problem is one of
considerable difficulty, and such a one as the man in the
street may be triumphantly challenged to solve. But
far from being insoluble, it is nothing less than a
national disgrace that it should have been for so long
left unsolved ; nay, that the solution was not discovered
before even the need of it arose. The improvisation
of
remedies and of counter-measures,
upon which a man
conscious of inexhaustible fecundity of invention may
count, is proved to be beyond the capacity of our
governing class, who in no respect more than in their
poverty of resource have distinguished themselves
duringthe war. The obligation upon them, therefore, of
foresight is all the greater for their proven defect of
insight ; and the obligation was never greater than it is
at this moment. We will, however,
say nothing
untoward upon this occasion on the administration of the
Navy.

Foreign

Affairs.

By S. Verdad.
SHORTLYafter the present French Prime Minister, M.
Ribot, took up office in March, he gave an interview to
a representative of the “Times,” which appeared in the
issue dated March 26. In the course of a lengthy and
valuable statement,
M. Ribot said :Almost the first requisite, when, as is the case now,
two great allied armies are fighting upon the soil of
one nation, is understanding and efficient liaison. We
strive ever after perfection, and it may become necessary
to create some general instrument
of allied
coordination, or to revise in some way or other, in accordance
with the changing requirements
of the campaign,
the present excellent arrangements between the armies
of Sir Douglas Haig and General Nivelle.
***
On Saturday last a lunch was given to the British
and Italian delegates
to the Inter-Parliamentary
Conferencein Paris; and, in making reference to the
British Army in France, M. Ribot said in his address
of welcome : “Complete unity of front has been
establishedbetween us, as, under the accepted direction of
the Chief of the French Army, the two forces are now
working and fighting according to one plan.”
***
This is the best news we have had from the Western
front for some time. Unity of control is essential, and
it is only just that control should be exercised by those
most qualified for the task. M. Ribot went on to
promisethat the same unity of direction would soon be
witnessed on other fronts. It is to be hoped that he
had Russia in mina, and that some arrangement is even
now being entered into whereby the Allied offensive in
the West shall be supported by a movement of some
kind in the East. Regrettable differences of opinion are
Clearly to be observed between the Council of Workmen
and Soldiers’ Delegates and the Provisional
Government.
It is urged by the Council that the declarations
of M. Miliukoff the Foreign Minister, with regard to
Russia’s policy are of a reactionary and imperialistic
nature, chiefly because M. Miliukoff insists that Russia
shall take possession of Constantinople, an3 shall fight
on until that aim has been reached. The Council, on
the other hand, insists that there shall be no
annexations
of any sort, and an extremist section even urges
that the Allies shall proceed forthwith to draw up peace
terms, and endeavour to negotiate with the German
proletariat.
***
At the same time, we have symptoms of a certain
amount of ill-feeling towards one of Russia’s Allies.
The “Manchester Guardian
(May
I) publishes
a
telegram from a well-known correspondent
of Russian
papers in London, who is now on a visit to Petrograd,
Mr. Michael Farbman. Mr. Farbman assures us that the
democratic and Liberal elements in Russia were-‘ ‘deeply
wounded” by the sympathy expressed, in the British
Parliament and by the public, for the Romanoff dynasty.
What hurt most of all, he adds, was the tendency “to
judge of the revolution mainly from the standpoint of
its possible influence on the issue of the war, and not to
judge it from the point of view of Russia itself, and the
cause of freedom ’and democracy throughout the world. ”
These charges, and others of a like nature which have
been put forward recently, are serious enough. Let
us, then, assure our fellow-democrats in Russia that the
attitude complained of is due to nothing more serious
than sheer ignorance.
In England the word revolution
has an ugly sound-we think of rnurdered kings and
queens and noblemen, riot, anarchy, and bloodshed.
Past revolutions have prepared us for these
accompaniments
of the “removal”
of a hated regime. The charge
that we think of the revolution with reference to its
effect upon the war can also, I think, be explained.

It is realised in this country, even by the Members
of Parliament
who expressed so much anxiety over
the condition of the Tsar, that the victory of Germany
in this war would mean the end of all the democratic
principles which the Russian Provisional Government
is as desirous of putting into practice as the council
of Workmen
and Soldiers’ Delegates.
More than
that.
It is equally well realised here, though the public
mind is not articulate on the point, that this war, in
spite of profiteering and the malign influence of the
internal and international capitalist, remains a war of
ideas; and nothing could be more opposed to the ideas
of the Russian revolutionaries
than
those
of the
German ruling classes. It is impossible not to admit
that the Germans have had many successes in the
war until now, that they are still in a strong position,
that the Germanic influence is showing no apparent
indication of breaking up. Judging
by result’s, thenwhich is the test our enemies apply to these thingsthe ideas of Berlin are still justified in the minds of the
classes that began the war.
The’ German people,
although I do not think them to be suffering more than
temporarily from the race-delirium of their rulers, are
nevertheless proud of their Germanism
or Teutonism
or whatever they may like to call it; and even a drawn
battle would encourage them all, high and low, to
make preparations for carrying into effect the “German
idea” by means of another war.
***
This view, I feel confident, is fully realised by the
people of England, who, as a whole, have not by
any means forgotten or shown signs of disregarding
their parliamentary
traditions.
Our bureaucracy,
on
which Russian visitors have commented, is new to us,
and those who are most irritated by it have every
expectation that it will prove to be nothing more than a
temporary nuisance.
Our .Parliament,
on the other
hand, is expected to go on for ever, in spite of the
sneers of the Tories represented
by the “Morning
Post. ” It is not temporary inconveniences like our
bureaucracy
which
can permanently
damage
the
national character or our political system ; but anything
remotely resembling
a triumph
for Germany would
almost certainly have that effect. That is why those
among us who are really interested in the future of
democracy and representative institutions have regarded
the Russian Revolution with some little anxiety. There
was no reason-and
no writer on the staff of this
journal ever said there was any-why
a political
upheaval of the kind carried out in Russia should not
take place during a war.
The proof is evident.
But
there is legitimate ground for anxiety in the dissensions
which have since arisen. M. Miliukoff by’ his very
outspoken utterances in the Duma, did as much as
anybody to bring the revolution about ; and the Council
cannot expect to howl him down by calling him an
imperialist.
It is, on the other hand, unfortunate that
even members of the Provisional Government cannot
agree.
M. Miliukoff was repudiated by M. Kerenski
and supported, at first, by the Prime Minister, Prince
Lvoff. Prince Lvoff, after some hesitation, has now
apparently
thrown
M. Miliukoff over;
but the
ProvisionalGovernment remains committed to the Pact of
London-that
is, the agreement saying that there shall
be no separate peace. Apparently, to judge from Mr.
Farbman’s
second message (‘‘Manchester Guardian, ”
May 5), the representative “intellectuals, ” with Maxim
Gorky at the head of them, are supporting
the
Provisional Government in its attitude towards the war,
though there appears to be an undercurrent of feeling
among them that an early peace is none the less desirable.
An
intellectualist
surrender
to
German
principles-what more could Berlin desire? For that is
what an indecisive peace would mean. Let us hope that
all the democratic and Liberal elements in Russia will
reconsider their position.

Towards

National
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HAVINGconsidered the two kinds of control, namely,
joint and single, which are likely to be offered by
Capital, and having decided that on the whole the
Trade Unions would be well advised to decline them,
we found ourselves left with the alternative between
the attitude of impossibilism and the attitude implied
in the power of Veto; and we promised to consider
the meaning of the latter phrase. To begin with, it is
necessary to realise what the power of the Veto
consistsin and what it involves. It consists in the ability
to determine whether any proposed action, the initiative
of which is elsewhere, shall or shall not be carried
out.
In politics, for example, it was represented by
the power of the House of Lords to throw out by
means of its Veto any Bill that had been initiated in
the House of Commons. And, again, in the form of
the Referendum, it assumes the ability of the electorate
to decide whether or not a Bill, initiated by the Executive,
shall become an Act and therefore law. It will
be seen from these instances that the right of Veto,
though not an act of initiation, is nevertheless a power
of a kind. It is, as it were, a negative power capable
of suspending or checking
a positive power.
The
initiative-that
is,
the positive power-being
assumed
to lie elsewhere, the power of Veto is exercised by
those who otherwise would
be unprotected against
positive power.
This being the meaning of a Veto, let us now see
what it involves. From the examples given and from
others that will occur to the reader, it may be deduced
that the conditions for the exercise of the Veto are
the following. In the first place, there must be a party
which has the sole right of initiating action; and hence
is in reality the only responsible party;
e.g., the
House of Commons, which alone can initiate Money
Bills; and the Executive,
that alone can initiate
legislation. And, in the second place, there must be a
party whom the proposed action will affect and who
nevertheless has no direct responsibility in it. Under
these circumstances,
when
of two parties
to any
action one alone has the right or power of initiative,
the right or power of Veto properly belongs to and
ought to be insisted upon by the second or passive
party.
It is true that neither by exercising a Veto
nor by refraining from the exercise of it does the
second party become responsible for the action initiated
by the first. The House of Lords, we know, did not
when vetoing a Bill consider what would become of
the Commons
in consequence;
nor when consenting
to a Bill did it assume any responsibility.
Responsibility,
on the contrary,
is inseparable
from
the right
of initiative;
and no power
of Veto, whether
exercised or not, involves the second party in any
responsibility
for the acts of the initiating party.
If we have set out the case with anything like
clearness, the conclusions to which it brings us are
indisputable.
Of the two economic factors in industry,
it is obvious that at the present moment Capital alone
has the right of initiative.
It follows, therefore, that
Capital alone has
the responsibility
for industry.
Relatively to Capital, Labour is in the position of the
House of Lords relatively to the House of Commons;
and of the Electorate relatively to the Imperial
Executive.
Labour cannot initiate any action by Capital,
since it in no way controls Capital; neither, therefore,
can it initiate any action in industry which itself is
only a manifestation
of Capital.
But it also follows
that exactly as the Lords and the People, though shut
out from the exercise of the initiative, and hence,
from
real responsibility,
can nevertheless
exercise
some power, namely, the negative power of Veto, so
Labour in its relations with Capital, though devoid
of initiatory power, can yet exercise a negative power’
comparable
to the political
power
of the Veto.
,While, in fact, not able to determine what Capital

shall do, Labour can still determine what Capital shall
not do.
Now the problem is to translate this right into
practice. And here we arrive at the crux of the whole
question of control which we have been discussing.
On
the one hand, for reasons we have given, we are
opposed to the acceptance by Labour of any responsibility
joint
or single,
with Capital.
While
Capital,
we say, retains the sole right of initiative, Capital must
accept the whole consequent responsibility for industry.
On the other hand, since Labour is involved with every
action of Capital, it is only proper that, by some means
or other, Labour should still have a voice in determining
the policy of Capital. And since it cannot have a
positive voice, it must fall back for the present upon
the exercise of the negative power of the Veto. But
what are the means? How ought Labour to proceed
to obtain and exercise the power of the Veto? We will
lay down one or two principles as a guide to the kind
of action to be taken.
in the first place, we must
assume that under no circumstances
will Labour allow
itself to become responsible for the conduct of industry
either in whole or in part.
In the second place, we
must
assume that Labour continues
its own selforganisation in Trade Unions, and is constantly on the
watch to increase its economic power in the three directions
we have already indicated.
And,
in the third
place, we must as sume the creation by the Trade Unions
of organised
bodies of men, within the workshop,
within the industry, or within the general Trade Union
movement, whose consent shall be necesssary to every
action by Capital. Given these conditions or principles,
we think it will be simple to bring about the result at
which we are aiming, namely, the exercise by Labour
of some control upon Capital, but without, at the same
time, accepting responsibility
for Capital.
To come down now to details. What we recommend
is something as follows : that there should be formed by
Labour alone and acting independently bodies or
committees of Trade Unionists, to each of which shall be
assigned the duty of examining every proposed act of
Capital within its sphere, with the purpose of (a)
consenting to it if it is acceptable; or (b) rejecting or
vetoingit if it is unacceptable.
Such bodies should be
formed on parallel lines with the similar but hostile
bodies of Capital.
’That is to say, they should be
formed (a) in the workshops in the form of Workshop
Committees; (b) in the industry, as a whole, in the form
of the industrial Trade Union ; and in the whole
industrialcomplex in the form of the Parliamentary
committeeof the Trade Union Congress.
Let us see how
this might work out in practice, with the engineering
industry as an example. To begin with, in every
workshopthere should be a workshop committee, closely
associated, of course, with the Trade Union, but charged
with the duty of checking the actions of the particular
employer who represents the initiative of Capital, as a
whole.
Next, in the industry itself, the Engineering
Union, as a Union, would exercise the power of checking
by veto the initiative of the Employers’ Federation,
as a whlole. And, lastly, in the event of some large
question arising, involving
the policy of Labour
in
general, the Congress Committee would have the duty
of consenting or vetoing the proposals of Capital in
general.
This general policy of “marking your man”
is, we think, the proper policy for Labour to pursue.
While exercising power, and, at the same time, without
actually opposing the industrial function of Capital, the
Trade Unions, nevertheless,
retain their independence,
their separate existence,
and their freedom from
responsibility.By any other form of association with Capital,
they lose everything and gain substantially
nothing.
We, therefore, urge the Labour movement to claim the
Veto, and, for the present, nothing more; and then to
exercise it independently and with responsibility only to
Labour.
NATIONAL GUILDSMEN.

The Value

of Liberty.*

I.-INDIVIDUAL
VERSUS
SOCIETY.
LIBERTYis in danger.
Let us rejoice.
Not tyrants or
kings threaten her with their laws, not soldiers with
swords and muskets, but writers and thinkers are busy
arguing her out of the kingdom of thought. Not in
blood but in ink is she perishing.
Let us rejoice. After all, we were getting tired of
her. Indeed, we had found her a very uninteresting
old lady when we came into this world. Her quaint
ways, her quaint declamatory and romantic ways, we
disliked.
And she was at the same time so pompous
and so puerile, so desperately bourgeois and so
hopelessly
sure ofherself ! She was the liberty of the
nineteenthcentury, the century which was so proud of‘ its
(electric} lights.
We may calmly look on while she dies, for we know
that her spirit will reincarnate.
And the new forms
wherein it will be clad will be more pleasing to our
minds.
But her enemies, the enemies of her quaint,
absurd ways, do not always respect her spirit. Nor
is it certain that they always understand it. We,
therefore,propose to put forward a plea for the Value of
Liberty.
***
The Value of ’Liberty. Two words, two difficulties.
It is wellnigh impossible to shut up a fundamental
abstract idea in an error-tight definition. When you
have described all the lines of a landscape you have
not described the landscape,
which, being an “etat
d’ame,”
is beyond description.
A word like liberty
suggests more than an idea ; ‘it is really an intellectual
landscape. There-are more things than lines of thought
in it. There is an atmosphere,
and a horizon, and
something
beyond. It is better to leave it undefined,
at least for the present, and to trust that as we rise
towards the goal of our research its meaning will
become clearer and more complete.
Now as to the word value.
A value is a relation
between an object valued and a subject valuer. The
two subjects which have a say in the matter of liberty
are man and society. The value of individual liberty
is not the same to the one as to the other. It would
be rash to say that they are opposite. But it can at
least be asserted that, in practice, the value of liberty
is infinitely higher to the individual than to society, and
that most societies tend to restrict individual liberties
to the utmost minimum that the individual will bear.
Are we, then, going to consider the question from the
I
individual or from the social point of view?
It is (probably at this point, the parting of the ways
between Liberals of the old school on the one hand,
and Conservatives and Socialists on the other, that an
unfortunate lack of impartiality obscures the power of
thought in most social reformers, thereby ‘rendering all
further discussion void and sterile. Individualists judge
the claims of society with individualistic standards,
while Socialists judge the claim
of the individual
with
social standards.
The
fact
is particularly
marked
with Socialists.
A curious evolution seems
to deviate the thought
of social reformers toward
purely
Socialistic
Utopias.
The
starting
point
usually is the direct observation
of precise cases of
individual
destitution.
Moved by the appeals of the
heart, the mind inquires into the Causes of distress in
the world. These causes are generally ascribed to the
imperfect organisation
of collective life, and social
reformers are naturally led to put forward their alternative
schemes for a better society. During the process
of investigation and discussion of these schemes, social
reformers gradually forget their primitive aim, namely,
the remedy
for individual
distress,
and
become
* This series was written on reading “Authority,
Liberty. and Function, in the Light of the War,” by
Ramiro de Maeztu.

absorbed in the purely theoretical dream of constructing
a Utopian society. No greater tyranny than the
tyranny of an idea over the mind through which it
comes into our world. The dreamed-of society soon
becomes the ultimate, the supreme aim. To
this
processcontributes the fact (very painful to “ideologists”)
that reality is far more complicated than the most
complicated
theory. And half in love with his schemes,
half in hate of reality, our social reformer ends by
advocatingon its merits a perfect society of wretched individuals.
Thus, the difficulty is not solved, but ignored. The
individualist says “society has no rights” ; the Socialist
says “the individual has no rights.” We
say-with
reality-that
both
have
claims,
and probably
both
have rights. And it is our business to compare their
claims, and to define their rights.
It is obvious that
in order to go a step further we must judge society and
the individual by the same standard,
measure them
with a common measure, summon them to a higher
court.
In one ward, we must examine the case “sub
specie eternitatis. ”
***
Our previous question may be put in this way:
What are the relative positions of man and society in
our idea of the Universe?
This question naturally
suggests another one:. What
is our idea of the
Universe?
According to whether we believe or not in a
future life, we shall solve our previous question-and,
therefore, our main problem-in different if not opposite
ways.
Let us limit our discussion to the position of a
man who believes that the life of the individual admits
of a development unlimited in ,time. Such a man will
undoubtedly see in the individual an end of higher rank
than society. Society is obviously limited by the
duration of the conditions of physical life in our planet,
while the earthly life of a man is but a meteoric flash
in the endless orbit of his destiny.
Our earthly life is then but a phase in our development,
a phase during which we are subject to the
influence of the accumulated wealth of social values which‘
undoubtedly accelerates our evolution, and in’ our turn
we give to society the contribution of our experience
and our work which goes to enrich the social common
fund.
But it is essential to observe that both our
influence on society and the influence of society on us
ultimately have individual ends: The action of society
on us is directly of an individual. value. AS for our
work in society, it ,will ultimately benefit the
individuals
who will live their collective “term”
after us.
Society has no ultimate aims of its own. It is but a
store where individual values are blended for the benefit
of present and future men.
The operation whereby
we enrich society with
individualvalues is called creation. The operation whereby
we draw the benefit of society’s accumulated
wealth
for our development is called education. There have
been several attempts to construct
a theory of the
right
of society on a view of creation and education
as the debit and credit of an account.
M. Leon
Bourgeois’
theory
of the
‘‘quasi-contrat”
burdens
every child who arrives in this world with an implicit
obligation to pay back in services
to ‘society the
privilege of being born amidst our splendid civilisation.
And one of the brilliant contributors to THE NEW Age
is fond of saying-speaking
of spiritual
as well as
material wealth-that
a man who consumes more than
he produces is a thief. In our view, these juridical and
economic metaphors are irrelevant, for they pretend to
apply rules of weight and measure to spiritual values.
No opposition is possible between creation and
education.
A creator is richer after than before his creation.
And education does not decrease the social store of
wealth, for spiritual wealth is not consumed when it
is used. We must turn to more solid foundations in
order to establish our idea of the duties of man towards
society,

All the duties of man derive from one: that of
development towards perfection. There is but one human
nature.
It follows that the main duties of all men
point the same way. As parallel lines do not meet, it
is a sure rule of conduct for the individual not to
interferewith the development of other men. Thus, the
respect of man “as an end in himself” is established as
a principle of practical reason. On this solid rock we
can build the rights of society over the Individual. They
fall under two heads since society can be : (a) The
trustee of other men’s rights; (b) an instrument for the
development of other men.
We cannot find in society more than we put in it.
The rights of society are but the rights of men--our
own rights reflected back on us. If, then, during our
search we were to attribute to society powers capable
of thwarting our development we shall take for certain
that our reasoning ‘has ,gone astray.
CRUZ.

The Failure of the National
Church.
By a Trade Unionist.
11.-THE
REMEDY
PROPOSED.
IT is much easier to break down a fence than to erect
one;
therefore, having stated the case against
the
clergy system of our National Church, let me propose
a remedy. Again I may ‘say that the suggestions
advanced are not those of an individual; they form the
consensus of opinion of many of the working classes,
some of them trade union leaders, with whom the
subject has been discussed.
Firstly, then, we must by an Act of Parliament merge
the entire income of the Church into one great fund.
AboIish at once by this Act private and State patronage,
and settle a sufficient income for every parish or
When payment
of members
of,
group
of parishes.
Parliament
was proposed,
it was argued that men
would venture an election for the sake of the income
instead of giving their services to their country. When
payment
was agreed upon, this argument
was not
entirely ignored, with the result that a very moderate
salary for so serious a position was fixed. The
payment was not sufficiently large to attract a man “on
the make,” but at the same time it would allow sincere
men to come to Parliament who otherwise would be
unable to do so. Very well; apply the same arguments
to the Church, and you have gone a long way on the
road to a popular priesthood.
I am not dealing with
statistics, but I believe that a fixed stipend could be
guaranteed
to every one of the clergy from the
archbishopdownwards. It might be necessary to discontinue
having a resident priest in the smaller villages,
but the loss would in many cases be immaterial to the
spiritual welfare of the parish.
\
Next, the number of archbishops should be increased
from two to six for England. At present there is the
Northern Province with the Archbishop of York as its
metropolitan
head, whilst the Southern Province
is
centred
at Canterbury.
The
new
arch-dioceses
suggested are : London, for the Greater London or
MetropolitanProvince ; Ely, for the Eastern Province ;
Bristol, for the Western Province; Lichfield, for the
Midland Province. Each county should have its bishop.
In the larger counties, especially if populous or of
great
extent,
further
sub-divisions
are
necessary.
Yorkshire is already divided into three dioceses, but
if Leeds, Beverley and Sheffield were each made the
seat of a bishop, the work of the Church would be
greatly
extended. Space does not permit of a detailed
examination of the circumstances of each diocese, but
on the lines indicated above at least eighteen more sees
are required.
Then we come to the deans of our cathedrals. Here
again, although many of our deans are hard-working

men, there is good reason for believing that a deanery
is looked upon as a refuge for retired bishops and their
colonial brethren, whilst I have heard it said that many
a dean has refused a bishopric, preferring the quiet,
I
restful life of the close.
The dean of a cathedral should be the next most
important cleric to the bishop, and take a greater share
in the diocesan work instead of being completely
absorbed, as is now often the case, in the cathedral affairs.
The most satisfactory method of achieving this object
would be to raise a dean on appointment to the
episcopacy.By delegating some of the minor duties to his
canons, the dean could become a valuable assistant to
his diocesan, helping him in his confirmations,
and
taking charge during an enforced absence of his chief.
The training as-assistant bishop would, in addition, fit
the deans for promotion as diocesans.
Indeed, I would make it a rule that high office in
the Church should only be attained by good work
achieved, and that a man should rise from deacon to
curate, curate to vicar, vicar to canon, canon to
archdeacon,archdeacon to dean (assistant bishop), dean to
bishop, and bishop to archbishop.
Real merit only
should count, and this should be rewarded not by fat
livings, but by greater opportunity
for doing God’s
work.
The training received in each step would be
extremely valuable.
The appointments
from curate to
archbishop should be in the hands of the episcopate,
and no curate who was not a zealous and hard-working
priest
should ever have the greater responsibility
of
being in charge of his fellow clerics.
I began with the archbishops, but I will now go to
the opposite end of the clerical scale, and consider the
question of the entry into Holy Orders.
Attached
to
several of our cathedrals
are theological training
colleges, where candidates for the Church are prepared for
the ministry. ‘These should either be increased in
numberor enlarged. Grants should be made, so that as many
of them as possible should be free, thus enabling poor
men’s sons to enter the Church as in the Roman
community.
And, again taking a lesson from the Catholic
system, we should insist that no man should be
ordained at the end of his training unless he and his tutors
could honestly feel that the sacred office could be
adequately filled by him.
Following two years’ training at a theological college
let the novice serve as a deacon for a further two years
under an experienced rector. At the end of this period,
again give him the opportunity to leave unless he and
his superiors are satisfied of his fitness.
Then,
as
curate, let him serve, first, in a country district, then
in a town, endeavour being made to keep these young
men in their own diocese, and under the supervision of
experienced
vicars.
The archdeacon, too, should make them his special
charge, for on their early training depends their future
success as priests. The archdeacon could also relieve
his bishop in arranging the allocation of deacons and
curates, and could also recommend them for promotion
to benefices. Of the latter the bishop should be the sole
patron, whilst his archdeacons should be able to
recommend the right man for the right position.
A high-er step for experienced vicars and rectors
would be a canonry in the cathedral. Honorary
canons
could be appointed as now. To each cathedral there
should be allotted four canons, two of whom should
always be ‘in residence for the cathedral services, and
to take over some of the minor duties delegated by the
dean.
The two canons, not in residence, should be
missioners for the bishop, visiting in turn each parish
as the bishop’s messenger, to keep alive both clergy
and laity.
The cathedral should be the hub of the
diocese
Each diocese should be subdivided into deaneries of,
say, fifty parishes, each with a resident archdeacon,
chosen from the Cathedral canons.
The archdeacon

should be invested with considerable powers, and, in
all minor matters, act as the local representative of the
bishop.
He should be, as now, the connecting link
between the bishop and the clergy, but with a smaller
charge than falls to most present-day archdeacons.
From the archdeacons of a diocese should be chosen
the dean, who I have already suggested, should be
also an auxiliary bishop. It would thus be possible for
a deacon to rise to dean-assistant-bishop
in his own
diocese, equipped with the intimate knowledge of local
conditions, which is a great factor in successful work.
It is not advocated that the dean should automatically
become bishop of the diocese in which his labours have
been given, for a change of diocese would often prove
beneficial, and I would suggest that when a See is
vacant,
all the deans in that province should be
considered, arid the appointment made from them by the
episcopate of that- province.
A word now on the financial aspect of this revolution
in the Church.
Already we have recommended
the
merging into one great fund
the resources
of the
Church. This fund should be dealt with by a joint
committeeof clergy and laity, and by them allotted according
to
the requirements of each diocese, care being
taken to see that theological colleges were liberally
providedfor.
Then I suggest the following basis of stipends for the
different grades of the clergy :-Archbishop,
;
bishop,
; dean,
; archdeacon,
;
canon,
; vicar (town),
; (country),
;
curate (tourn),
; (country),
; deacon,
10.
It will probably be argued that the amounts are
inadequate, but the answer to that is simple. The. nonconformist ministers have to manage on less, whilst, on
an average, the Catholic clergy do not get half as much.
True, the latter are celibates; but, again, the former
are not. As regards celibacy, its further extension in
the Church is recommended
for many reasons, but
principally because a celibate is more free to devote
his whole time to his parish than a man with family
responsibilities.
Again, large houses, servants, motors,
and social position are, as I have said, in direct
oppositionto the teaching of Christ, and have been shown
to be an obstacle to the clergy doing efficient work.
Moreover, the laity are alienated by these outward
signs of material thought.
Not unreasonably,
they
ask for examples from their preceptors.
It should be added that a pension scheme should
form part of any re-arrangement
of clergy stipends,
otherwise we shall still have priests holding on to
their benefices long after they are able to do the work
for which they are paid.
We must never lose sight of the fact that a
reformed clergy system must for ever eliminate the idea
of a profession or the getting of worldly wealth from
the most sacred of callings, and it is for this reason
that the stipends suggested are admittedly low. But
a low stipend will neither debar the rich man from the
priesthood nor encourage the place-seeker.
It may be asked whether the income of the Church
would run even to these moderate incomes. I do not
know, but if it did not, then the incomes of the vicars
and their staffs should be made up by their congregations
to the required level-and
this by free-will
offerings,
not by pew rents, which remind one too much
of the proprietary chapels.
If, however, the smaller
country parishes were grouped in half-dozens with a
resident vicar, two curates and a few lay helpers, a
very considerable saving could be effected. On first
thoughts
it might appear
a great drawback
to
dispense with resident vicars in each parish.
But a
change of clergy is not infrequently effected now for
purposes of creating a greater church attendance.
Nor
do I think our non-confomist friends suffer much harm
thereby.
At least they get more men in their
congregations
both in towns and villages, and this is a
significant sign of the vitality of a church.

There is room for a great extension of unpaid lay
readers and helpers generally.
The village parson is
greatly assisted by having his lessons read by a
layman, and even now we let laymen occupy the pulpit.
Is there any reason why the bishop should not permit
the services (with perhaps some necessary modifications)
to be conducted by approved laymen?
At least one
service each Sunday would be conducted by a clergyman
in any case.
Finally, the laity should have a greater voice in the
management
of their church. The system of church
councils needs extending. The deanery needs a council,
so does the diocese. The greater share you give
your congregation
in their church affairs the stronger
becomes the interest, the greater the power for good.
The urgency of reform is pressing.
The Church is
losing
ground.
Ask any clergyman what real and
lasting good has been accomplished
so far by the
National
Mission.
Why have the Catholic clergy and non-conformist
ministers so much greater a hold on their
congregations?
Why
are
the congregations larger-especially
in men-and
more loyal? Are
we
to
wait
for
disestablishment and disendowment to do for the Church
what we should do ourselves? Personally I should
be glad to see the Church freed from State
interference,
but disendowment
would
be disastrous.
Half
the sting would be taken out of these attacks on the
Church by politicians if the clergy would work for a
far-reaching reform on the lines I have indicated above.

Education

for Liberty,

II.
ALL educational idealists have a dream of liberating
the genie who is bottled up-or
so they suspect-in
every human individuality.
We have seen this genie
imaginatively portrayed
in many shapes, including the
Superman, whom it would be-easier to admire than to
like, and Ivan the Fool, whom it is easier to like than
to admire. These fictional beings appeal to most of
us less as ideals than as awful examples. Yet there
is something in us that responds to their quality of
absoluteness ; something
analogous
to that instinct
which, as G. K. Chesterton said, makes all men follow
(and worship) anyone who chooses to behave like a
king.
What we want is a sovereign democracy in
which everyone will choose to behave like a king, not
like a slave-in
which every citizen will be that
perfectlyintelligible contradiction in terms, a constitutional
monarch.
We all hanker after the exercise of the royal prerogative,
but we are not trained to its use. Our
superconsciousness,which is our kingliness, does not know
its way about its own kingdom. Let me take an
instance, to lead up to my present educational point,
from the common course of an argument between any
two people upon a matter of principle. Each, at the
bottom of his heart or the back of his head, wants to
promulgate
his own view, by royal decree-his
own
intuition of the truth as’ his conscious mind has
reinterpreted it. Each has a feeling that logical argument
in favour of his view is a kingly condescension to the
other, a mark of favour which the other, for some,
obscure reason, fails to appreciate.
Each, in fact,
takes up a different a priori standpoint, and it is a
weariness
to listen to them. But each is asserting, under
difficulties, a fundamental human right : the right of the
seer to his own vision. The exasperating
prevalence
of a priori reasoning is a debased but still a respectable
loyalty to inductive thought.
The deductive process
is the lower process, because there is nothing creative
about it, and both our disputants are dimly aware of
the fact.
I am impelled here to rush in where the framers of
definitions have feared to tread, and to assert that in-

ductive thought
is, simply, intuitive thought,
or
superconsciousthought.
It is not “the method of reasoning
from particulars
to generals”
as my dictionary puts
it; that is the deductive process following, to check or
confirm, the first inductive leap. And I suggest that
in education we are leaving the genuinely inductive
powers of the human mind entirely unpractised
and
untrained, leaving them to shift for themselves
in
a dreamy vagueness, while we concentrate upon the
deductive powers which, thus isolated, are slavish and
sterile.
Our highest flight is occasionally
to teach
children speculations
instead
of teaching
them
to
speculate.
Can it be that we are afraid of the kingship
latent in the human mind, afraid to let the genie out
of the bottle? It looks rather like it, but I think the
true explanation is not so depressing.
Creative thought, or the reaching out to come into
touch with original Truth (though I think that the
‘‘or’.’ is a mistake, and that we ought to combine
both the philosophies here implied), is inherited through
an evolution which has included very little civilised
and semi-civilised life, and a great deal of mere struggle
for existence. It is not only true that the Thinker, for
some hundreds of centuries, was perpetually
obliged
to stop thinking and climb up a tree to get out of the
way of a tiger; ninety-nine hundredths of us, to-day,
have to stop thinking in order to earn money, and a
good many of us have had to stop thinking in order to
go and fight Germans. The tiger, in one shape or
another, is still on hand. It is not so much a fear as a
long-evolved, habitual instinct of sound precaution that
makes us careful how we lose ourselves in
superconscious
daydreams.
But we make a large mistake if we
trust quite blindly to that instinct. It is tending to
become an instinct for inhibiting the highest workings
of mind, not for safeguarding in a reasonable way the
organism upon which the mind depends; and to do this
is to turn man into a crawling crustacean.
Our further
evolution, if it is not to run into a blind alley like that
of the crustaceans, depends, as all evolution has always
depended, upon a continued superconscious
reaching
out.
The question is how to develop the power of
reaching out without, in the meantime, leaving the
organism the prey of miscellaneous tigers.
But we are in danger of a false’ opposition between
the Thinker
and the Struggler-for-Existence.
They
are the same person; and the thought and the struggle
are, or should be, part of the same evolution.
The
thought is, as we have just been observing, absolutely
necessary to the struggle. We have to discover how
the thought and the struggle can go on harmoniously.
It is not the right solution to inhibit the thought.
The problem is only capable of haphazard solution
as we are going on at present. We think a bit-if we
do think--and then we struggle a bit ; and the two
activities get into whatever working co-ordination they
can. Meanwhile, we have an institution called education,
of which the general idea is that the young are
absolved from the struggle and protected from the
tigers so that they may learn to think fruitfully and
usefully. It is here, if anywhere, that the Thinker can
find his bearings; and it is here, at present, that the
Thinker is consistently and conscientiously starved. The
Learner may be pampered; but he is a nonentity
withoutthe inspiration of the Thinker.
This Thinker, it will be clear, is the exponent of
inductive, not merely of deductive, -mind : the
superconsciousness in practical operation, the worker of
creative miracles which come off. He must be trained
for his position of regal citizenship, not left to become
a malcontent and an anarchist; but (I can imagine the
reader asking, with very pardonable impatience) what
is the process to be? It is here that I must confess
myself to be merely feeling, with my uneducated
superconsciousness,
for asolution. I know that there is a,

solution, if we can get hold of it. But it depends to a
very great extent, not upon theorising (far be it from
me to thrust a new Superman upon an unwilling world),
but upon practical experiment in teaching.
I can offer
only tentative suggestions.
I suggested,
last week,
some kind of systematic experimentation
to determine
the value of a fallow period between the presentation
of a group of ideas and the emergence of the child’s
fundamental thoughts about them; this is a genuine
and a practical value, as I know by experience, but it
calls for careful investigation
by many workers, and
for much discussion and interchange of opinion.
I will
offer another suggestion for the development of the
inductive mind.
We are always repressing the a priori element in
children’s thinking,
always saying
to them, “don’t
guess,” and “stick to the facts.”
If I am right in the
idea that the apparent intellectual vice of a priori reasoning
is only a rudimentary
and undeveloped virtue, it
might be a good thing to encourage guess-work instead
of repressing it. We have begun to do something of
the kind in mathematical teaching, when we encourage
the guessing of a preliminary, approximate solution of
a problem.
A boy who possesses the mathematical
‘‘instinct” occasionally, but too often for coincidence,
hits on exactly the right answer without conscious
thought.
I knew a boy who discovered for himself, in
this way, how to solve quadratic equations.
The
mathematical
prodigy,
like Dase
or Gauss,
would
“ guess” all his problems correctly;
might not the
ordinary mortal, with practice, learn to guess, or to use
his superconscious mathematical
sense, with increasing
‘correctness?
My own data point strongly to this
conclusion. And I have found that the deductive of
analytical process,
following
upon
such preliminary
guesswork and checking its conclusions, is very much
better understood than when it is taught as the only
process.
Mathematics, the most rigid form of thought,
furnishes the easiest example ; but the same principle of
constructive guesswork can be applied with advantage
to every kind of teaching. We have scarcely begun to
discover the powers of the superconscious Thinker ;
and it still remains to consider what can be made of him
as a citizen, not merely as a mathematician.
KENNETHRICHMOND.

The Collected Papers of Anthony
Farley.
11.-PUPILAGE,
I HAD frequently heard it asserted that the best English
was spoken in Ireland, a claim that is, I think, still
maintained.
I dare say, if my young heart could have
been revealed,
I half-expected
to teach my English
school-fellows their own tongue pure and undefiled.
Imagine my surprise at finding great difficulty in
makingmyself understood ! The clear resonance of the
boys’ voices, much more highly pitched than mine,
their easy slang-a
sort
of
vocal shorthand-almost
isolated me, as though I were a foreigner (which, in
truth, was the case), and threw me in upon myself to
a dangerous degree, particularly in the evenings, when
there was nothing to occupy my eyes, save only the
school-rooms and the faces of the boys in the light of
the gas-jets or the shadows of the corridors.
I was
glad to go to my little bedroom, its walls covered with
family photographs surrounding
a coloured panorama
of Carlingford Loch, the Mourne Mountains
in the
background.
There I would sit and dream, many
times crying my heart out at my loneliness, yearning
for the smell of the great fires and the lovable, happygo-lucky ways of those I had left at home
I had come
from a place where hearts, like the weather, were soft,
to find myself amongst men and boys of a reticence as

to intimate things that puzzled and hurt me. Not
only in language was I far away from these English,
they seemed equally distant in tone and feeling.
I
remember that there was a gorgeous comet that Autumn.
I would curl up on the window-sill, gazing at it in awe
and adoration.
A teacher,
on his night-round,
surprised me out d my reverie. “Get into bed, you young
ass !” he said. His foot-steps on the hall seemed to
beat upon my heart. I crept into the sheets, in the grip
of a nostalgia that only exhausted my tears in the early
dawn.
Football was the solvent of my loneliness. Not
fruitlesslyhad Tom Pedloe taught me how to use my feet
with a football. Very soon the boys said that even
though I was rather a fool at talking, I knew hour to
take and give a pass. As speech was of secondary and
games of primary importance, I entered into the kingdom
of good fellowship by the agility of my legs, and
not, as I had expected, by the facility of my tongue.
But the superficial difficulty of articulation did not
explain the difference that divided, as with an invisible
curtain, these English boys from me. Even after I had
acquired the school patter and could talk it without
hesitation or spluttering,
I found that the spirit world,
so real to the Irish peasants, and in which I halfbelieved, was less than nothing to the English boys.
Had I breathed a word of it, they would have laughed
far weeks, and regarded me as mad, and, perhaps,
dangerous.
The meaning of one word was quickly acquiredplastic.
Men of godly reputation would visit us from
time to time, a continuing apostolate. With
singular
unanimity they nearly all assured us that, being boys,
our minds were plastic. Knowing no better, I naturally
believed
them. But the word is net adequate, even
if it be correct. You can remove the impressions on a
plastic surface almost as easily as you can make them.
Palimpsest is the better image. To impress a boy’s
mind a stylus is needed ; Zephyrus cannot do it by gently
waving a wand. The impression once made is erased
with difficulty, the material is more tenacious than we
think.
He only is a genius pedagogue who, realising
this, superimposes new ideas with the most scrupulous
regard for what is there already. Even
now,
notwithstanding
all that came after, I am conscious of the early
inscriptions on the grey, soft parchment of my mind.
Analogies and images are dangerous things;
probably
both “plastic”
and “palimpsest”
are equally
wide
of the mark; but this at least is true-I started my
school life with mental impressions different from my
+companions. Had a street arab come to this school, he,
too,
would
have
started
equally
but
differently
handicaped.
No ; “handicapped” is not the word ; detached
is perhaps more accurate.
My detachment was doubtless
a handicap in some respects; in others, notably in
human as distinct from academic understanding,
an
.advantage.
In however boyish a manner, my alien
eye had, largely unconsciously, seen little idiosyncrasies,
little attitudes of mind and language to which the
English boys were constitutionally
blind. I remember
this most vividly : that there was a consistency and
harmonybetween their inner life and such outside forces as
penetrated the semi-monastic conditions of the school.
Life to them was a great game, the rules being of their
own and their fathers’ and grandfathers’ making,
in
their opinion quite fair, victory certain, if you only
played the game. No tampering with the offside rule ?
That, indeed, would be a revolution ! It would be just
the same when they went into the world, the cricket
score giving place to the balance-sheet.
It was all to
be very jolly and sporting.
And if any cantankerous
josser tried to break up the game, by changing the law,
they would sit on his head. Rather ! You bet !
These alluring prospects somehow missed fire in
my imagination,
boyish and impressionable though it

was. Not for many years could I analyse my feelings.
It is extraordinarily
difficult to describe them without
picturing myself as a young prig.
I protest I was
nothing of the kind. Yet the impressions, the inscriptions,
of John Magrath,
of Micky Barry,
of grave
discussions in my father’s room when friends and cronies
had foregathered,
of ominous phrases such as “potato
famine,”
“Fenian conspiracies,’’
“Land
War,’’
“Evictions”
(one of which
I had inadvertently
witnessed), to all of which I felt myself related, how I
knew not, seemed to mark me off from the English
boys, whose school-life was but a prelude to the same
kind of life later on. There was, or’ course, nothing
reasoned in all this ; it was purely instinctive-perhaps
the homing instinct, as a young tiger, escaped from
a settlement, takes to the river and the bush.
I was asked endless
Boys are naturally inquisitive.
questions about life in Ireland, what games we played,
what fish we caught and how, did we ride on horses
or go by train, these and many another long since
forgotten.
Now that I think of it, I remember that
all these questions assumed that life in Ireland
was
quite as jolly as in England, that there was a general
level of moderate opulence, always “enough to give
a fellow a chance.” The “Pater”
or the “Governor”
might be relied upon for that. If not for a profession,
at least for a snug job in an office. But my instinct
warned me never to mention
the sinister
or the
gloomy.
I simply couldn’t have done it.
Their
commentson the eviction scene would have been fresh but
irrelevant. “Serve the beggar jolly well right for not
paying his rent,” or “A rotten shame,” or “By jove,
I’d have knocked the bailiff’s head off.” Had I told
them of a shawled mother, with bent back, calloused
hands and crooked fingers, keening for her emigrant
son, I think they would have looked through the son’s
eyes and thrilled at the adventure of a voyage across
the ocean, tinged with memories of Fenimore Cooper.
As boys, kindly and warm-hearted though they were,
they wouldn’t have understood,
as in after-life, God
forgive them, they failed to understand.
I did not
understand myself; it was only a vague and subtle
feeling.
Certainly my appetite was not affected.
The last few terms at school, when you are near the
top, when you are physically amongst the biggest, are
altogether
delightful.
If you have escaped the pitfalls
(even schoolboys are not exempt
from danger
and
need careful watching and warning), you may reckon
on getting whatever good things are going. Parents
beam upon you, teachers cast a kindly blind eye on
your little peccadilloes, you are in both the cricket and
football teams, perhaps you have made your fifty and
got a bat, there are hospitalities
and outings, you
take examinations
in your stride, the youngsters look
up to you and envy you. Never in after-life do things
run quite so smoothly and pleasantly.
You begin to
think about your future; dreams of wealth and success
lull you to sleep. A girl flits across your horizon;
you picture her sitting by your side in your carriage;
you leave her graciously smiling at you as you mount
your office-steps or perchance stride into the House of
Commons.
Golden youth !
In such circumstances it was hardly surprising that,
as my school years fled, these early impressions of
which
I have written were pushed with youthful
nonchalance into the background.
Gradually
I was
Anglicised.
HardIy a trace of the brogue remained,
Ireland grew remote,
my face was turned towards
England.
The rivalries of school life, those little
electionsand favours which mark your standing and upon
which you set great store, grew upon me, and I
almost forgot my mother-country,
even though
its
inscriptions
on
my
mind
were
not erased.
Sometimeswould come a sharp reminder-a
letter from
Home. a paragraph in the paper, a sneer from some
boy, an unconscious reversion to Irish phrasing,
of
which I became conscious the moment it was uttered.

English
ideas
had
been superimposed;
they had
hidden but had not obliterated
my nationality.
But
I was near the top of the school, and things were very
agreeable.
It chanced that I spent my last vacation in England
with the Newmans, distant relatives, who had left the
Quakers and found refuge in the Church of England
-a sore point with my father, whose long Irish memory
was little likely to forget it. Jack and Terry were
19 and 18 and unusually alive to new ideas. I heard
them talking of William Morris and others who called
themselves
Socialists. Jack had been reading Ruskin
and was not shy in declaring his new evangel. They
had heard that by writing to some address in Hammersmith
a variety
of penny tracts
could
be obtained.
I began to wonder whether these Socialists would
bring back the old tribal customs to Ireland. Vaguely
it seemed so to me. Partly from curiosity on this point
(John Magrath suddenly loomed up large as a prophet
and a martyr),
and partly,
I, suspect,
from sheer
swagger, I gave Terry a shilling, asking that some of
these tracts should be addressed to me at school, to
which I was returning
the following day.
I had
forgotten all about it in the bustle of reunion, class
football practice
and all the usual
re-arrangements,
stir that marks a new term. Then a message came
that the Head Master wanted to see me.
When I entered his study, he was seated in his big
leather chair, a huge mountain of a man, his chest
covered with a great
black beard,
eyes twinkling
through spectacles.
“Shut the door, Tony. I want to know how these
curious and interesting papers come to you.”
He threw ’across the littered table a bundle of
Socialist
tracts.
“I gave a shilling for them, Sir.”
“Posing before your cousins, eh, Tony?”
“Yes, Sir. ”
“I have read them. They are really very suggestive
and stimulating.
Quite a new view of life. Different
from Plato and More. You will find life extraordinarily
interesting and exciting a little later on. Where did
you get the shilling from, Tony?”
“From my father, Sir.”
“So I suspected. Hadn’t earned it with the sweat
of your brow, eh?”
“NO, Sir.”
“Therefore, the money was your father’s, eh ?”
“‘Yes, Sir.”
“‘Presumably to be spent at Mother Durstan’s or the
usual school expenditures ?”
“Yes, Sir.”
“Don’t you think your father should know about
this?”
“Hadn’t thought about it, Sir.”
“No, Tony; but I had.
I propose to get your
father’s consent before I hand these tracts over to you.
In fact, come to think of it, I have already written to
’him. Did it at once; afraid I might weaken if I waited.
I hope your father will consent. It will be great fun.
Double Dutch to you, Tony; I found it difficult to
understand
myself.
Morning, Tony.”
My father evidently intended to deliberate
before
deciding. For a month, my Home letters arrived with
their usual regularity,
but no word of Thorndyke’s
letter.
At last, my father wrote with his usual Quakerisms.
“Dear Tony, George Thorndyke has informed me of
certain Socialist tracts, bought by thee, but held by him,
I have thought a great deal
pending my consent.
about it, and the subject has not been absent from my
prayers.
I have concluded that these tracts may
properly be handed to thee, and I have written George
’Thorndyke accordingly.
As thou wilt be leaving at the
end of this term to make thy way in the world, it is
clear that, even if I would, I could not for long direct

or dictate the nature and scope of thy reading. But
I must put thee on thy honour in one important respect.
I am responsible to God for the care and nurture of thy
soul, certainly so long as thou art under my parental
authority, and, I trust, as long as I live. I
must,
therefore,request that thou read no atheistical literature or
other transient matter appertaining
to the soul without
first letting me know. In regard to theories and
suggestions as to affairs of this life, I shall be thankful for
any light or knowledge thou may acquire.
It is all very
puzzling to me, and I am often distracted by the
difficulties and inhumanities that seem inevitable in our
existing
system. Perhaps thou wilt kindly send the
tracts to me when done with, but I fear they relate only
to England. Ireland has her own peculiar problems.
“I notice in thy letters that games and sports are out
of all proportion to books and studies. Perhaps it is
natural.
I would advise thee, however, to cultivate
such athletics as may serve thee best as a man.
Jumping,
for example. Uncle Dermot could once jump as high
as my chin, and, before I was of age, I could jump
across a fifteen-foot ditch. In walking across country
this is very useful, often saving many miles. Wrestling,
too, is better than football, calling more muscles into
play. Sometimes, when Mother is away, I will teach
thee some throws I knew.
Uncle Dermot. who is
spending a few days with us, desires me to say that if,
before coming home, thou canst swim a mile in thirtyfive minutes, he will buy thee a gun.
“Whatsoever thy hand findeth to do, do it with thy
might.
“Thy affectionate father,
“HENRY FARLEY.”
On the back page of the letter, now discoloured and
frayed, I have again read a note from my mother :“Dearest
Tony.
Read nothing that may separate
or distract thee from Christ.
I am sending thee the
usual hamper, but not without some doubts and hesitations.
The potatoes were a sad failure, diseased and
now rotting in the bins. There is great distress in the
West, and we are doing what we can to provide relief.
Thy hamper ought to have gone to these poor people.
But I will contrive in some way to make it up. Love
from
Mother.”
A day or two later, I read my precious tracts, and did
not understand
a word of them.
One was entitled,
‘“Useful Work
and Useless Toil.”
From this
I
gathered that it is better to be deliciously lazy rather
than do work I didn’t like. It is a principle I have
since religiously followed !
Two months or so sped past. Then came the final
match gainst the “Old Boys,’’ the Athletic Sports, the
Prize Giving, a speech from Thorndyke, and my pupilage
had blossomed into the larger school of life.
THE MORROWS.
(From the French of du Fresny.)
Phyllis, more greedy than tender,
Fearing a profit to miss,
Levied one day from Silvander
Thirty good sheep for a kiss.
The morrow, the two met again;
The shepherd-his
bargain
was
Took from the shepherdess then
Thirty pod kisses a sheep.

cheap!-

The morrow, poor Phyllis, more tender,
Lest he should think her remiss,
Was but too glad to surrender
All of his sheep for a kiss.
The morrow, both sheepfold and dog,
Phyllis, distraught,
would have set
Against any kiss that the rogue
Gave as a gift to Lisette.

c. B.

Drama.
By John Francis Hope.
I BEGIN to envy the Elizabethans ; they did at least see
“Hamlet” played in full, and were capable of enduring
the strain of standing or sitting for nearly six hours to
watch
its representation.
To
this generation,
“the
three hours’ traffic” has become’ the maximum limit;
and to produce “Hamlet” within this limit entails a
considerable sacrifice of the text. One likes to think
that Shakespeare was inspired to prophecy when he
made Hamlet say : “Look, my abridgment comes” : as
the players made their first appearance; certainly, as
Hazlitt said, no play suffers so much in being
transferred
to the stage. Play it as it is usually played, and
the characters are vivid, but the story is barely
intelligible;
play it as Mr. H. B. Irving is playing it, and the
story is much clearer, but the characters are simulacra.
Hamlet certainly is the most important person of the
tragedy,
and for this emphasis I have nothing but
thanks to offer Mr. Irving; but the other persons are
equally important to the setting of the tragedy, to give
muse, to provide occasions, even to throw into relief
the contrast between the general life and Hamlet’s
peculiar detachment from it. To play an abridgment
of “Hamlet” means to stress one value and to ignore
others, to confine “in a nutshell’’ “the king of infinite
space, ” and even to limit the extraordinary- variations
of tempo to one speedy rhythm. The Savoy “Hamlet”
lives a very fast life, and seems to communicate his
speed to everyone else; but surely it was only of
Hamletthat Shakespeare wrote :. “I am very proud,
revengeful, ambitious; with more offences at my back
than I have thoughts to put them in, imagination
to
give them shape, or time to act them in.” Poor
Poloniushas not time to be tardy, and so swift is the action
that Laertes’ revolt hardly quickens it.
Things move
at such a rate that Hamlet himself does not
procrastinate,
he is simply too much occupied with other things
to find time for the performance of his task.” This is
not reading Shakespeare
by flashes of lightning, as
Kean did; it is rather reading his works by such a
concentrated glare that it throws no shadows, and the
strain is almost intolerable. The Savoy “Hamlet”
is
so brilliant a production that one can hardly see it ; the
eyes dazzle.
This necessity of speed makes it impossible to secure
clue emphasis of certain nuances. Irving
stages
Hamlet’sfirst scene with admirable judgment; Hamlet is
discovered sitting alone in the throne-room,
while
outside,apparently from a balcony, the King delivers his
speech.
The pause after
the words:
“now
our
queen” : should surely be filled with cheers; it is such
an obvious orator’s trick, and should be rewarded in
the usual manner. But having established Hamlet’s
refusal to join in the official celebrations of his uncle’s
ascension, surely Irving should emphasise the distinction
between his mother and his uncle by saying :I shall in all my best obey you, madam.
Again, in the closet scene, there should be a threat in
his manner at the beginning; how else can we explain
his mother’s cry :What wilt thou do? thou wilt not murder me?
Help, help, oh !
In the “may sweep to my revenge” line, Irving puts
the stress on “revenge”
instead of on “sweep.’’ In
the soliloquies, his Hamlet is in such a hurry to
"unpackhis heart with words” that he begins before he is
alone, and rushes past periods at such a rate that it is
difficult for the hearer to follow the sense.
I feel
inclined to insist on such details because, in so many
other
things,
Irving’s “Hamlet”
is instantIy
understood;his swift bearing down upon Rosencrantz and.
Guildenstern while they are deliberating whether they
should tell him the truth is one example, his continual

attempt
to retain the confidence and affection of
Horatio
is another, although
he did not press his
documentary
evidence
upon Horatio
with enough
insistence. He showed moire affection towards Ophelia
when he jilted her than the text warrants, pronounced
the “Get thee to a nunnery” speech as a heart-broken
leave-taking ; but made amends at the end of it when he
suspected her of being a decoy. But he brought out
with extraordinary clearness the profound affection of
Hamlet for his mother ; and if Miss Ellen O’Malley will
only remember that she should exercise a little maternal
authority in her manner until Hamlet, by his assumption
of moral censorship, has reduced her to the level of
a sinful woman, the closet scene will be perfect. The
Ophelia of Miss Gertrude Elliott was remarkable for
an attempt, to recite the “O, what a noble mind is here
o’erthrown’’ speech like a tragedy queen, instead of an
ingenue; but for the rest, she had “charm”
and
renderedOphelia’s madness with a minimum of effects.
For some of the other actors I had pity. Mr.
HolmanClark would have been a very good Polonius if he
had had the part to play; but a Polonius without the
speech. to Laertes, or
the
delightful
scene
with
Reynaldo, is only “a piece of him.” The
gravediggers,
too, without their riddles, seem in too much of a hurry
to get to work; and particularly I felt sorry for Mr.
Henry Baynton as Laertes. His revolution raised such
a storm without, his full-blooded cry: “O thou vile
King, give me my father” : threatened “rebellion so
giant-like”
that one wanted to hear that magnificent
voice storming against the suggestion
of “calm.”
To
have to play a cursing mood without the curses is a
sad task for an actor ; and Mr. Baynton showed such a
sense of the dramatic value of Shakespearean
verse
that I could have wished for more. His grief over
Ophelia’s bier : “I have a speech of fire, that fain would
blaze, but that this folly drowns it” : will not soon be
forgotten.
The King is always a failure, and Mr. Brydone does
not break the tradition.
He certainly tries to be
cordial with Hamlet, to make it possible for Hamlet to
“think of us as of a father”; but of the “smiling,
damned villain, ” whose very manner incensed Hamlet,
not a trace does Mr. Brydone show. As a consequence,
his soliloquy after the play scene is altogether
too
heavily rendered; he shows us not a conventionally
good-mannered
man accepting
the conventional
moral
judgment of his actions and seeking the conventional
method of expression
of repentance, but a primitive
soul struggling for a real moral regeneration.
It was
with “witchcraft of his wit, with traitorous gifts,” that
Claudius won Gertrude ; and I will “take the Ghost’s
word for a thousand pound” that his description
of
“lust, though to a radiant angel link’d,” really refers
to
Claudius’
character
and
appearance.
Claudius
surely should have the manners
of the Restaration
coupled with the mora3 judgment of the Elizabethans.
But cavil as we may (and no production of “Hamlet”
will ever be satisfactory), we must be grateful for the
production.
There is so much in “Hamlet” that the
more it is “cut,” the more we can “come again” ; and
Hamlet himself is so full of life that no actor can do
more than illustrate one aspect, give more than one
general idea, of him. When we see the one Hamlet,
we are obliged to think of the other; when Irving
emphasises the rapidity of his thought, and decision, his
instant suspicion, and his fury of action, we remember
the
other
Hamlet
that
our imagination
builds,
that Hamlet
with whose disposition
“it
goes
so
heavily that this goodly frame, the earth, seems to me
a steril promontory.”
It is a play that baffles every
attempt to perform it ; everything in it is indispensable,
and the only actor who will “pluck out the heart of
Hamlet’s mystery” will be he who is capable of being
Everyman at once.

Readers and Writers.
While away on a moment or two’s holiday, I found on
a shelf a copy of “Longinus on the Sublime,” translation
by Professor
Rhys Roberts. Needless to say, I
read it. Professor Roberts’ translation
is none of the
best; and he has a phrase here and there which
Longinus would surely have shuddered at; but it has
the supreme merit of being the only easily available
translation into English of-the famous essay. This is
a shocking reflection upon English culture,
and
cularly upon English literary culture-in
which, by the
way, in my opinion, all forms of culture are summed
up; and it presents a no less humiliating contrast with
French
culture.
Do you know that during
the
eighteenth century--when,
that is to say, French
culture was being actually created-dozens
of editions of
Boileau’s translation
of Longinus appeared and were
bought and read. That will show with what labour
and after what care French culture has come to be what
it is: the French have never been ashamed to go to
school.
In England, on the other hand, where men
apparently
think that culture grows,
an edition of
Longinus about once a century is considered ample;
and even of that edition I doubt whether more than a
few hundred copies are sold.
***
Who the author of the famous essay was, and when
his work first appeared, are matters still in dispute.
But what is not in dispute is that whoever the author
was he was one of the greatest of critical geniuses, and
that whenever he wrote it was in an age when criticism
was pursued as a fine art. Each of these conclusions
is established for a good judge in the course of the
reading of’ the essay itself ; for, in the first place, over
and over again we come across observations
of such
insight and illumination that we cannot doubt we are
reading the work of a master; and, as for the second
conclusion, it cannot be otherwise than that a man thus
writing
at the altitude
and with the sureness
of
Longinus found himself in the midst of an age when
criticism was a common, and, so to say, a fashionable
pursuit.
It is true that Longinus,‘ very much as one
of ourselves might do, complains a little of the ‘times
upon which he had fallen. But let us note and envy the
nature of his complaint : it is that all his contemporaries
were seeking novelties of style, expression, phrasing,
and the rest.
But is not that to say that literary
criticism was a kind of craze, as I wish to Longinus it
were with us; and hence that Longinus was really in a
great current, though, to be sure, he preached, as we
might preach, Back to the Classics to a world esurient
for novelty ?
***
The price we must pay, however, for the absence of
criticism
is monotony
of production ; and, surely
enough, we are paying it. I am myself bitterly aware
of the flatness of contemporary writing, including my
own.
It has many good qualities, of course-I
am
referring to contemporary prose-and
never, indeed, was
there a time when so many people could write so tolerably
well as nowadays ; but contemporary prose has no
excellencies, no elevation, no real distinction.
For us,
therefore, above all ages that ever were, Longinus on
the Sublime is the very critic we need; for to no other
end than the appreciation
and the creation
of the
elevated, the excellent and the sublime was his essay
directed.
(It is curious, by the way, to observe that the
common explanation in Longinus’ day of the flatness of
the contemporary prose was precisely not democracy.
Longinus wrote under an Empire, and during a period
of profound peace; and he set himself to combat the
popular notion that the democracy for which his
contemporaries sighed-just
as, on the other hand, our
would-be critics sigh against democracy--was
necessary

to
great
art. Neither democracy
nor oligarchy,
he concludes, is more or less favourable to literature;
it is plutocracy
that
is fatal, and plutocracy
is
compatiblewith any form of government.)
***
In what does elevation or real eloquence consist;
and how is it to be observed? Longinus
replies that
the sublime is the outcome of two things: good
fortune, or a natural endowment of sensibility; and good
counsel or art; and that it is to be distinguished by
its effect of producing “transport” (Professor Roberts’
translation)
or “ecstasy,”
as I should prefer to call
it.
Modern prose, you understand, has as its sole
aim persuasion
by means of dialectic ; it addresses
itself to the reason, and to this end confines its
employment of material mainly to the useful or the necessary.
But
the
useful
and
the
necessary,
says
Longinus, men naturally regard as commonplace ; and
it therefore follows that the prose that deals
exclusively
with
them
is commonplace
likewise. Moreover,
persuasion by dialectic (and I hope my colleagues who
are past-masters
in this method are listening with me
to Longinus) is not only resistible, but what is done
by its means can be undone by the same means.
Persuasion,
in short, is precarious.
The “sublime, ”
on the other hand, does not persuade, it overpowers,
seizes and holds captive ; it is irresistible and its effects
are permanent;
for what is admired has more and
more lasting influence than what is only reasonable.
But how to create
the sublime-there’s
the
rub.
Assuming-as,
of course,
we may-the
natural
e
endowment of extreme sensibility (“sublimity is the echo
of a great soul”), Longinus then proceeds to discuss
the literary
art of sublime expression,
taking
his
examples mainly from the Greek classics. To these,
however, he adds the admonition that such examples
must be read many times, and deliberately studied with
a view to emulating them.
It is no use, he says,
pursuing the literary art in a “half-hearted”
way, as
if an occasional dip into a model and an occasional
exercise in deliberate writing were sure, in the end,
to result in a grand style. We must write as if Homer
and Demosthenes were to be our judges; and as if
our lives depended upon their approval. But can we,
in these days, find a sufficient motive for this
wholehearted
devotion? All perfection is the fruit of sacrifice,
and there
appears,
perhaps,
to
be nothing
nowadaysto be worth the sacrifice involved in the perfection
of the art of writing.
***
One or two remarks made by Longinus in passing
I have made a note of to remember as long as I
live. Here is one that gives me a peculiar
satisfaction,
since I am aware of having often made it myself
in these very columns : “The judgment of style is the
last and crowning fruit of long experience. ”
Hereafterwhen I remark it-as, no doubt, I often shall-Longinus shall be my authority. Here is another with
which, praise be to our good fortune, my readers are
familiar, though by means of forms less neat: “Art
is perfect when it seems to be nature.”
Isn’t that
itself an illustration ?
The following observation
is
likewise very acute, and bears more closely than I
need say upon contemporary
literary criticism, most
of which, as we know, is bought by publishers’
advertisements.
Why,
asks Longinus, cannot
good
judgment be bought ? Because, he replies, judgment
that can be bought cannot be good.
My last note
has a reference to Mr. Shaw’s recent defence of mixed
metaphors, of mixed metaphors, that is to say, under
any circumstances-for
Mr. Shaw did not discriminate
their
times
and seasons.
Mixed metaphors,
says
Longinus, are only justified when they are the expression
of
passion. In other moods, their appearance is
offensive.
Well, that is a piece of criticism worth
remembering;
and perhaps Mr. Shaw will now amend
his judgment.
R. H. C.

Late at Night.
(VIRGINIAis seated by the fire. Her outdoor things
are thrown on a chair; her boots are faintly
steaming
in the fender.)
VIRGINIA,
(laying the letter down) : I don’t like this
letter at all-not
at all. I wonder if he means it to
be so snubbing-or
if it’s just his way. (Reads.)
“Many thanks for the socks. As I have had five pairs
sent me lately, I am sure you will be pleased to hear
I gave yours to a friend in my company.”
No; it
can’t be’ my fancy. He must have meant it; it is a
dreadful snub.
Oh, I wish I hadn’t sent him that
letter telling him to take care of himself.
I’d give
anything
to have that letter back.
I wrote it on a
Sunday evening, too-that
was so fatal.
I never
ought to write’ letters on Sunday evenings-I
always
let myself go so. I can’t think why Sunday evenings
always have such a funny effect on me. I simply yearn
to have someone to write to-or
to love. Yes, that’s
it ; they make me feel sad and full of love. Funny, isn’t
it ! I must start going to church‘ again; it’s fatal
sitting in front. of the fire and thinking. There are
the hymns, too; one can let oneself go so safely in
the hymns.
(She croons) “And, then for those our
Dearest and our Best”-(but
her eye lights on the
next sentence
in the letter).
“It was most kind of
you to have knitted them yourself.”
Really ! Really
that is too much ! Men are abominably arrogant ! He
actually imagines that I knitted them myself. Why,
I hardly know him; I’ve only spoken to him a few
times. Whyon
earth should I knit him socks?
He
must thinkI am far gone to throw myself at his head
like that. For it certainly
is throwing oneself at a
man’s head to knit
him socks--if
he’s almost a
stranger.
Buying him an odd pair is a different
matter
aItogether. No; I shan’t write to him againthat’s definite. And, besides, what would be the use?
I might get really keen on him and
he'd never care
a straw for me.
Men don’t.
I
wonderwhy it is
that after a certain point I always seem to repel people.
Funny, isn’t it ! They like me at first; they think
me
uncommon, or original;
but then immediately
I
want to show them-even
give them a hint-that
I
like them, they seem to get frightened and begin to
I suppose I shall get embittered about it
disappear.
later on. Perhaps they know somehow that I’ve got
so much to give. Perhaps it’s that that frightens them.
Oh, I feel I’ve got such boundless, boundless love
to give to somebody-I
would care for somebody so
utterly
and
so completely-watch
over. them-keep
everything horrible away-and
make them feel that if
ever they wanted anything done I lived to do it. If
only I felt that somebody wanted me, that I was of
use to somebody, I should become a different person.
Yes; that is the secret of life for me-to feel loved,
to feel wanted, to know that somebody leaned on me
for everything absolutely-for
ever. And I am strong,
and far, far richer than most women. I am sure that
most women don’t have this tremendous yearning to
-express
themselves.
I suppose that’s it-come
into
Bower, almost. I’m all folded and shut. away in the
dark, and nobody cares.
I suppose that is why I
feel this tremendous tenderness for plants and sick
animals and birds-it’s
one way of getting rid of this
wealth, this burden of love.
And then, of course,
they are so helpless-that’s
another thing. But I have
a feeling that if a man were really in love with you
he’d be just as helpless, too. Yes, I am sure that
men are very helpless. . . . I don’t know why, I
feel inclined to cry to-night. Certainly
not because
of this letter; it isn’t half important enough. But I
keep wondering if things will ever change or if I
shall go on like this until I am old-just wanting and
I’m not as young as I was even now. I’ve
wanting.
got lines, and my skin isn’t a bit what it used to be.
I never was really pretty, not in the ordinary way, but

I did have lovely skin and lovely hair-and
I walked
well. I only caught sight of myself in a glass to-daystooping and shuffling along . . . I ,looked dowdy
and elderly. Well, no; perhaps not quite as bad as
that;
I always exaggerate
about myself.
But I’m
faddy about things now-that’s
a sign of age, I’m
sure.
The wind-I
can’t bear being blown about in
the wind now; and I hate having wet feet. I never
used to care about those things-I
used almost
to
revel in them-they made me feel so one with Nature,
in a way. But now I get cross and I want to cry
and I yearn for something to make me forget.
I
suppose that’s why women take to drink. Funny,
isn’t it !
The fire is going out.
I’ll bum this letter. What’s
it to me? Pooh! I don’t care. What is it to me?
The five other women can send him socks.
And I
don’t suppose he was a bit what I imagined.
I can
just hear him saying, “It was most kind of you to
have knitted
them yourself.”
He had a fascinating
voice.
I think it was his voice that attracted me to
him-and
his hands; they looked so strong-they
were
such man’s hands. Oh, well, don’t sentimentalise over
it ; burn it ! . . . No; I can’t now-the fire’s gone out.
I’ll go to bed.
I wonder if he really meant to be
snubbing.
Oh, I am tired. Often when I go to bed
now I want to pull the clothes over my head-and just
cry. Funny, isn’t it !
KATHERINEMANSFIELD.

Interviews.
By C. E. Bechhofer.
VI.--MR.
G. R. S. MEAD.
I ASKED Mr. Mead what he thinks is the outlook. now
for mysticism.
He replied that he anticipates much
more interest will be shown in it after the war.
Hitherto our psychological interests have been mainly
in the foaming scum on what has been working underneath,
but in the new age
to
be expected
after this
cataclysm of war, men will seek more vigorously for
real life-values.
In the question ‘of survival after death, for instance,
the reception of Sir Oliver Lodge’s book “Raymond”
shows a very great popular interest in the matter,
although in some quarters it has met with much
hostility.The interest it has aroused indicates, on the
whole, a widespread tendency to welcome the fact that
there ,is a possibility of communication
between the
dead and the living. It is not that “Raymond”
contains anything either very new or authoritative for
students of the subject; it is rather the distinguished
position of the author that has had so much weight with
the public.
“I think,” continued
Mr. Mead, “that psychical
remarch is only now beginning; we are in the embryonic
stage of inquiries
which will carry
us enormously
further in the near future.
After the great age of
physical research there will now be an era of
profounderresearch, and a grappling with the problems of
mind.
Biology, psychology, sociology-these
are the
sciences which have the element of life in them. And to
these we look for light upon our task, which I may
describe as the secularisation of the invisible world. ’ ’
I asked if there is yet anything which may be called
convincing proof of survival after death.
“The old controversy between material science and
dogmatic religion is carried on in this new field of
research; and there are enormous prejudices on both
sides.
“The empiricists do not want to admit any hypothesis
that they cannot deal with from their own experience.
They will admit nothing objective at all in psychical
phenomena ; everything
is subjective for them. This
does not carry us much further in such matters.
But
as time goes on, there is accumulating
a mass of
materialto make use of for evidence. The amount of in-

vestigation in this field is already quite enormous, and
we are slowly beginning to learn a great deal about the
nature of the mind, all of which tends to upset the
purely material point of view.
“People of dogmatic religious views again look upon
the study of these matters with a certain jalousie de
metier
They think that after-death states belong to
the religious realm and so to their special department,
and they do not like anyone tackling the subject from
another point of view.
But we are now invited to
regard survival as a purely scientific question: Is it
possible to communicate with a person who is dead?
“The first problem is to establish evidence of
personalidentity on the other side ; this is a problem which
,it is very difficult to solve, even when one is working
through
a single medium of communication,
whereas
generally one has to deal with a much more complex
psychical, combination.
In
this
respect
both
the
Society
€or Psychical Research
and the American
Psychical Research
Society have done much useful
work.
The American investigators
especially have
examined the complex conditions
of communication
through
mediumship. They show it to be a very fluid
state of affairs, streams of imagery and memory readily
mingling one with another, and being, very difficult to
keep apart. The whole question is very complex and
delicate, but they are gradually reaching a working
basis.
“Personally,
I believe
on philosophic grounds
in
survival.
If there is no survival of the individuaI, the
world is simply an unintelligible universe. If there is
no survival, and so no conservation of individual value,
there seems to be no purpose or meaning possible in the
world at all.”
I asked Mr. Mead what he thinks about re-incarnation.
“I am quite open-minded on this question,’’
Mr.
Mead answered; ‘‘it is certainly
a very interesting
hypothesis.
Honestly, I neither believe nor disbelieve
in it.”
“Is there any good evidence, one way or the other?”
I
asked.
Mr. Mead told me that since interest had been
rearoused in this subject in the West, there has been a
growing number of people who have had experiences;
or believe they have had experiences, which they think
can be explained only on the re-incarnation hypothesis.
But most of the evidence of this kind brought forward
“One suspicious
fact
will not bear investigation.
to be noticed
is that these people,
as a rule,
claim to have been personages
of very great
importance in their previous incarnations.
I have known,
for example, at one time or other, six ladies who have
’been Mary Queen of Scots! The best thing, I think,
would be to shut them all up together in a room and
let them fight it out. This sort of thing seems to be
evidence less of re-incarnation
than of la folie des
grandeurs.
so also with regard to other popular
contentions on the subject. For example, people bring
forwardpassages from the New Testament, and claim that
re-incarnation is implied in them, when, as a matter of
fact, if you interpret them from the known history and
belief of the time at which they were written, you will
see that they do not mean anything of the kind. It is
true,
of course, that in early Christian, and preChristian times there was a general belief that Elijah
would be restored to earth to herald the coming of
Messiah.
This belief was perfectly natural for the Jew
without the question of re-incarnation arising. Elijah
had never died; he was taken up into heaven
miraculously
in a’ chariot of fire !
“The great religions
of India
are fundamentally
based on re-incarnation.
The whole of their ethics
dependson it. Now the ethics of Christianity does not,
and the two great religious systems conflict in regard
to this essential. Of course, a number of early Christian

sects, afterwards
called heretical,
did believe
in
reincarnation, but it would be difficult to show, as some
people would wish, that the Catholic Church so-called
ever did so. One often meets the erroneous statement
that some Church Fathers believed in re-incarnation.
This is absolutely false. Some of the Christian Fathers,
like Origen, did indeed believe in pre-existence in a nonphysical state, but they, as certainly
condemned
reincarnation in the sense
of transmigration
or
transcorporation.
’’
I asked Mr. Mead if he thinks there is any prospect
of a larger interest in Indian philosophy in the future.
“I have been rather disappointed
of recent years,”
Mr. Mead replied, “in the rate of increase of interest
‘in Indian thought. Indeed, I think it has decreased
lately, rather than increased, compared with the rapid
increase I thought I noticed years ago. This is highly
regrettable.
In fact, I cannot help feeling that, seeing
we have the greatest Oriental empire the world has ever
known, our present neglect of Indian. thought, religion
and philosophy is simply disgraceful. ” The whole East,
Mr. Mead said, is in the melting-pot now, and hopes
and fears for the future are innumerable. There are at
present few hopeful signs of attempts
to re-orient
Eastern thought in the right direction. On the whole
things
are somewhat disappointing.
India stood so
long for a spiritual view and for the spiritual values of
life, that young India might be expected to be able to
make a synthesis of the new ideas of science and
But
philosophy with its own traditions of thought.
there are no signs of new schools of philosophy arising
in India. One man who has perhaps attempted a kind
of synthesis between the new Western and old Eastern
ideas
is Rabindranath Tagore-but
he
is mystical
rather than practical in his -philosophy.
“It is, however, unreasonable to imagine that India
should change its whole heredity and converge entirely
on to Western lines of thought and activity and enter
intocompetition with us on our own lines. ’There must
be something which India has to offer of her own to
contemporary
life and thought,
and this would
be
surely a valuable asset for the world. For the moment,
however, it appears to be wellnigh swamped in the new
Western
ideas. It resembles the young nations in the
early middle-ages,
who
in
their swaddling-clothes
looked to Rome as the seat of all learning and to the
Christian religion as the absolute religion
For several
centuries these young nations could not move in the
new forms at all; it was not until they had sufficiently
assimilated the new forms that their national genius
could assert itself. India, of course, is not in exactly
the same position; it is not a new race, but an old
civilisation.But, learning as it is absolutely new ways of
thought and ideas, it cannot at first move easily in
them. ”
Mr. Mead returned to the original point he had
raised.
“This war,” he said, “has convinced us that
there is something rotten within our civilisation, and
that we have to seek to effect a reformation of‘ the
root-ideas swaying
it. We have to look for higher
values of life; and this search will throw us back on all
those forms of endeavour of a spiritual nature which
can be ‘of assistance to us in the troubles to come.
What we may hope for is some form of a coming
together of East and West in a new synthesis; but no
form of ancient philosophy will suffice by itself for our
needs.
“I am confident we shalt win the war, and as,
together
with our- Allies!, we represent a very large
portion of the civilised world, there is at last some form
possible
of
world-control
and world-responsibility
within measurable distance.
Men have talked of
world-states and world-politics hitherto, but the phrases
have had no moral meaning. But now we may see the
birth of a world-conscience-the
world really
beginning
to think and to act as a whole.”

'An Industrial Symposium.
Conducted by Huntly Carter.
(63) REV. A. J. CARLYLE,M.A., D.LITT.
(I) It is difficult, almost impossible indeed, to forecast
the industrial situation after the War
with any
confidence.
There are some who entertain confident hopes
that the unity, the measure of unity, which has been
attained during the War will be maintained after it;
others again think that we shall simply return to the
conditions which preceded the War, to a conflict between
Labour and Capital, in which the economic interests of
the nation as a whole will be as little consciously
consideredas they were before. The only judgment which
we may reasonably form seems to be that there will be
little or no progress unless we set ourselves deliberately
to achieve it.
We have been united during the War, as far as we
have been united, because for the time the divergent
interests of individuals and of classes have been
overshadowedby the common interest of the national duty,
the national honour, and the national safety; we have
been conscious of a real unity which includes us all.
How far there is any reasonable ground for hoping that
this sense of the unity of national interest will continue
when the circumstances which have produced it have
passed away, it seems almost impossible to judge. I
must therefore confine myself to some observations upon
the second question, that is what appears to me the best
policy to be pursued by : (a) Labour; (b) Capital; (c)
the State.
(2) (a) It seems to me that in view of the complete
uncertainty with regard to the industrial situation, the
first task of Labour must be to safeguard its position
by insisting upon the provisional restoration of all the
regulations and customs by means of which before the War
the trade unions endeavoured to safeguard the standard
rates of remuneration and the standard conditions of
industrial life. It would be madness for the wage-earners
to put their trust in the prevalence of mere benevolent
sentiments on the part of employers, or the mere goodwill of the public at large. It may be hoped that these
have grown during the War, but, even if they have, it
must surely by this time have become clear that the
best intentions of the best employers and of the public
are always liable to be frustrated by the blind or egoistic
action of foolish and unscrupulous employers, and by
the real or supposed pressure of economic forces. The
wage-earners must, in the future as in the past, so long
as the present industrial system continues, look primarily
to the economic independence and power which they
can achieve through their organisation to secure what
they have attained, and to obtain better conditions.
In order; however, to make this position stronger it
is imperative that they should do their utmost to
increase the number of their members, and to improve the
organisation of the trade unions, both individually and
in their relation to each other.
The unions will be
justified in taking the strongest economic measures to
secure the solidarity of 'Labour, within the union, and
here they are confronted with new problems of the
gravest kind. They must exert themselves to see that
semi-skilled and unskilled labour is so organised that it
may prove a strength and not a weakness to the labour
world, and here there is a special responsibility upon
the older and more powerful unions of highly skilled
men. If they isolate themselves and attempt to stand
alone, they may involve themselves
in the greatest
dangers, and especially in the lamentable danger of
conflict between the various grades of labour.
This is perhaps even more urgent with regard to the
position of women in the labour world. It is a matter
for grave consideration whether it would rot be by far
the wisest policy that women, who prove themselves
capable of doing work which men have done in the past,
should not be admitted in all cases into the men's unions.
But, apart from this question of the internal organisation
of the several unions, it is clear that, if the
organisation of labour is to be made equal to the
emergency,
it must be consolidated : in many cases unions
should be merged, in all cases the unions dealing with

various branches of an industry should be federated,
and the whole trade union movement must be brought
into some general system of federation, which shall
secure some uniformity of policy and of action.
It is then, in my view, the first element of a sound
policy for Labour that it should recover its previous
position, and should set about a better and more
completeorganisation of the power of the trade unions.
In the second place, I venture to think that Labour
should demand, and demand urgently, a direct share in
the control of industry. The amount of control which
the labourer may be able to obtain may be at first small,
but it is really of the first importance that a beginning
should be made, and that the wage-earner should establish
his right to control the condition of his employment.
I should hope, therefore, that Labour will accept the
suggestions which are being made for the establishment
of joint committees for the various trades, both national
and local, and will insist upon the establishment
of
workshop committees representing the labourers as well
as the employers in the individual concerns. It seems
to me absurd to say that such a measure of control is
not worth having, and more absurd still to suggest that
the wage-earner is not competent to exercise it. We
have been in a considerable measure misled by discussions
about methods of sharing in profits; that will or
may come in time, but what is at present important is
to make a beginning with the control of conditions. I
think it may be useful to add that we should see that in
those trades which will obviously remain more or less
completely under national control after the war, as well
as in those industries-like
the Post Office-which are
already national, these methods of common control should
be introduced.
So much for industrial action, but I am convinced that
Labour must also use its parliamentary power to secure
a wider extension of the system of the legal minimum
wage, not only for women's trades, but for many of the
weaker men's trades. For, however much we may hope
from the extension and consolidation of Trade Unionism,
it is very improbable that it will be sufficiently wide or
powerful to protect the whole labour world.
(2) (b) I do not think that I have much to say about
the best policy to be pursued by Capital, except that in
its own interests it will be well that it should come to
terms with Labour; and that this means not only that
good wages and good conditions of life are the very foundations
of efficiency in production, but that the employers
should accept the claim of the wage-earner to a share
in the control of the industrial process, that they should
recognise frankly the principle of industrial
self-government.
The circumstances of the War have, no doubt,
made it clear that it is possible greatly to increase the
efficiency of the productive process, by means of the
extended use of improved machinery, and by the better
direction of labour but these improvements can only be
wisely and safely carried out if they are made in
sultation with Labour, and with due regard to the wellbeing of the labourers. Any attempt to carry out extensive
changes without such consultation
will only result
in violent and embittered industrial conflicts.
(2) (c) The interest of the State is the well-being of all
its members, and the policy of the State should therefore
be directed in equal measure to the improvement of
production, and to the. improvement
of the conditions
under which labour is carried on. This is always true,
but it will be in a very special sense true at the end of'
the War, when, unless the State is able to control the
situation, there is a real danger that industrial war may
break out on a scale immensely beyond our experience.
I do not think that it will be any longer possible for
the State to postpone the attempt to secure at least a
reasonable minimum standard of wages and of conditions
for all those labourers who are not able to secure these
for themselves.
It may be said that the State is at
present controlled by Capital; this is not wholly-true,
and so far as it is, the best way to create a demand for
democratic control is to set it to do the work which the
democracy requires. It is to be hoped that the War may
have brought to an end the absurd notion that the State
can be neutral in industrial conflicts. It is the function
of the State to see that these conflicts are determined in
the sense of justice and reason.

The

Road.

IT was at an early stage of -the offensive, that great
diversion which saved Verdun. The attacking infantry
had swarmed over No Man’s Land, and had advanced
several hundred yards. Consolidation ‘had begun,
a
tortuous process at times as thrilling as the attack;
and the Pioneers, billeted just behind the line, were
awaiting
orders.
In the Company
were two Captains
and three
Second Lieutenants.
All. had become a little warworn. The ceaseless work, month after month, without
respite of any kind, and without diversions, had told
their tale.
Full toll had been taken of their natural
gaiety ; but they were not depressed. Automatically
they carried through their allotted work, yet with a
curious spirit that produced good work. The battalion’
had earned a big name; and the amazing esprit de
corps in a unit not two years old had carried the men
through difficult tasks. One task had verged on the
impossible type. It was done, and nobly done.
To appreciate the mentality of the officers and men,
a brief account of the nature of Pioneers’ work is
necessary.
Primarily, they are infantry ; they undergo
the same training as infantry, and, in addition,
all
ranks get engineer training. There is not a task performed by infantry that the Pioneers can’t do. It is on
record that one attack was led, unintentionally,
of
course, by the Pioneers. And there
is not one
engineeringtask chat the Pioneers have not done. They
make ,trenches, or breastworks ; they revet; they build
O.P.’s; they make concrete emplacements ; they build
railways;
they carry
out demolitions.
They
can
“mine,”
too.
In fact, Pioneers are the handymen
of the Army.
Not once or twice, but frequently,
Pioneers have manned the trench they have dug
overnight.
Their place is not in the front line; they are usually
billeted from two to four miles behind.
Work is
allotted by the Divisional Staff, through the C.R.E.;
it is reconnoitred beforehand by the officers, and, at
night, the officers return, leading their men.
Everythingis arranged; the men, with rifles slung, carry
the tools, wire, pickets, and other necessaries,
and
file on to their allotted tasks. Discipline is essential.
There must be no noise. no confusion.
Each man
puts his rifle down near him and begins to work.
They may be in No Man’s Land; they may be in the
front line ; they may be on the communication trenches.
But speed and accuracy
are insisted
upon.
That
sounds simple. But the greatest difficulty is often
experienced travelling to, and from, the work. Roads
are swept by machine-gun fire; and, during an
offensive,
the Pioneers must pass through a barrage fire;
sometimes through a series of barrages.
In winter, the
march to the work, through mud, rain, and sleet, is
in itself a big task, even before the work begins.
These men are the silent preparers of great attacks;
these men consolidate the gains.
To return to our Company.
Orders were in: all
four companies were to work on four-hour shifts on a
road. The officers looked at their maps, and saw that
the scene of operations had, until recently, been No
Man’s Land.
The road would be non-existent.
It
meant taking the old site, and re-making the road.
As heavy loads would have to pass across it, a mere
earth road would be useless. Chalk there was; but
it also was useless. The road had to be made of
trunks of trees-a “corduroy”
road ; and the materials
were to be rushed up, under cover of darkness, and
dumped in a handy place. The spot was obviously
unhealthy:
guns could easily reach it, and, if the
workers were observed, then the range was known to
an inch.
The lottery had begun. The Company was detailed
to take the first shift; and the senior Captain took out
his senior and junior subalterns, leaving behind his

second-in-command
and the third subaltern, men of a
curious similarity
of mind. These two would take
out the Company on the next shift. When
the
Companyleft the billets the second-in-command, a captain,
and the subaltern talked over the new work, and then
retired to their billets, bare rooms with walls holed
by stray pieces of shell. They had nothing to do; and
they were tired.
At about 3.30 a.m. the noise of the returning troops
and the clatter of the officers coming upstairs awoke
the two sleepers.
The subaltern, who was on the
floor nearest the door, sat up.
“Anything doing, sir?” he inquired.
“It’s
hell
up there,”
replied
the Commander.
“Simply
hell. We had to lie in the open for nearly an
hour.”
“Any casualties ?”
“One man wounded. It’s a miracle. ”
“Oh, shut up and go to sleep,” growled the junior
Captain.
That started
the game.
The returned
officers, safely through their ordeal, and with nearly thirty
hours of freedom in front of them, were light-hearted.
They ragged the second-in-command unmercifully : and
lie, cynical, sarcastic and fluent, let flow a torrent of
whimsical irony that only delighted the aggressors, and
urged them
to further methods
of annoyance.
A
cleverly aimed field boot put an end to the uproar.
All
settled down, odd fragments
of conversation
only
poppingout.
“Did you see Sergeant Hebron tip into that shellfunny.”
hole, sir?’ giggled the junior sub. “Damned
“And that lump of shell which hit the prop Henson
was ,carrying and sent it spinning across the road?”
Finally, a drowsy voice muttered, “It’s hell up there,
but it will get worse, as the day gets older.” It did.
During the morning, while the first shift rested, the
second-in-command
and his subaltern busied themselves
with the comfort of the men. This attended to, they
strolled round the devastated town, looking for a
canteen at which to replenish the Mess stores, and their
own supply of cigarettes.
A battalion of infantry had
just come in to rest for a day, preparatory to moving
farther back to refit. Industrious soldiers were cleaning
the mud from their puttees, one end of which was
looped over any available nail or projection.
They
were gay enough, and told each other the humorous
bits of a desperate assault. On passed the two officers,
talking little, except occasionally discussing
some
improved point of organisation.
They examined
the
church, a pitiful ruin of noble architecture:
shells
dropped into the town at intervals,
but neither
remarked on them.
Each was best in the company of
others, where fluent cynicism could find scope. Neither
gave the other much chance to shine. Yet each was
quietly glad to go out with the other when work was to
be done.
So passed the day. At three in the afternoon a sudden
change came over the work: and it was essential that
the Captain should go on ahead to reconnoitre, take
over from the Company at work, leaving the subaltern
alone to take out the next shift.
In a sentence the
arrangements
were completed, and the Captain left.
At four o’clock, the subaltern marched out at the
head of the Company, a senior sergeant acting as his
second-in-command.
After
a short march the
companywas spread out, marching in sections in file. On
either side of the road were batteries, seemingly
overlappingeach other. They were chiefly field-guns and,
French 75’s; and they vied with each other in rapidity
of fire. Ear drums sang, and conversation was impossible.
Just beyond this zone, the subaltern discovered
the Company which lie had to relieve sitting on the
roadside.
He halted his Company, and with a wave of
his hand, ordered the men to fall out. He approached
the officers of the resting Company.
“What’s the game?“ he said.

“Old Fritz spotted us, and sent his crumps over to
investigate.
”
“Oh, put the wind at you, eh?”
“Noblooming fear ! But as fast as we laid the road,
he blew it up.’’
And now you’re resting till we relieve
“Cheers.
you.
Does the relief take place here?’’
A well-aimed
piece of chalk broke off this line of thought.
“Where’s Captain Talbot ?” inquired the sub.,
wipinghis hands on his breeches. He had returned the
chalk.
“On the road with Henderson.”
As soon as he comes to that crest we move
“Righto
on.
I’ll detail an orderly to report to H.Q.
‘Relief
completed 4.30 pip emma. Neither friend nor foe in
sight,
Work accomplished
by previous party-NIL.
It’s a Company
Work
done
by enemy--USEFUL.’
you need up there. . . .” Captain Talbot came over
the crest, waved a signal to advance, the company fell
in and moved forward, the cheeky sub. taking up his
‘position in the rear. As he moved off he had one more
shot.
“Seven and six a day, with
allowances,” he
’
repeated, to a heedless audience.
The men moved forward in single file now, and as
each man knew his work, the gathering of materials
at the dump barely delayed the march.
Pit props
were shouldered, and the now fully extended column
moved slowly on to the road. The subaltern chatted
with his sergeant in the rear. They
had
been
sergeants together, were of the same profession, and in
other days ahd worked for the same Authority.
They
talked of football, both being experts.
By the time
the column had all reached the site of the work the
first men were busy.
Corpses lay about, unheeded.
The buttons on the tunics were green with verdigris.
“Burke, you take the top half. I’ll attend to this
part,” said the Captain.
“Very good, sir.’’ And the subaltern moved up the
road, advising, encouraging,
and joking.
The first shell landed fifty yards short, but on the
road. The subaltern glanced up, saw the observation’
balloon, and turned to a sergeant.
“The macadam is good, sir, nine inches below this
earth.
It would be a big saving in timber and labour
if we just cleared the mud away.”
“Good; but I’ll have to ask the captain for sanction.
Come with me.’’
They moved down the road. The screech of a big
shell
was
ominous.
“Straight for us,” said the sub. “Down !”
His own nose was in the mud. A crash of terrible
ferocity seemed to tear the world in twain.
The
young officer’s helmet was jerked off his head as he
lay prone. A blast of hot air passed over him. So
much he knew.
Debris showered down on him, and
he couldn’t move. Chalk, chalk, chalk, wood, thought
he, as each piece hit him. And he wondered if the
next would be metal.
He could hear nothing; the
shock of the explosion had paralysed his faculties. A
tiny ray of thought was all that remained.
I’m done
in, he thought; but it was painless. Why don’t the
silly devils pick me up?
This is ridiculous.
The
showers of Debris had ceased, and he still lay on, face
down, bareheaded, and his hair white with chalk dust.
“Stretcher-bearers
!”
He heard that., gave a sigh-and
stood up.
The
return to almost complete power was instantaneous.
He picked up his helmet, clapped it on his white head,
dusted his jacket, and glared round. Then
he
discovered his left ear was deaf and his right almost so.
Stretcher-bearers
were busy; faintly the cries of the
wounded reached him; and his right ear began to
mend.
His
left
ear
was
useless.
“You’re hit, sir,” said a corporal.
“I don’t think so,” he replied; “I feel nothing.”
“But your back is covered with blood, sir.”

“It’s not mine, I’m sure,” and he smiled.
He
turned.
The sergeant
who had been accompanying
him to interview the captain was dead, decapitated.
He had been a fraction of a second too late in
appreciatingthe direction of the shell. The lump of steel
that had killed him must have passed over the back
of the young officer as he flung himself down.
“Just a minute,
sir, and I’ll-’’
Both flopped
on the ground; another big shell burst almost on the
site of the previous one, and did as much execution.
Ere the pieces began to fall the subaltern was on his
feet.
The contrast with the first was marked.
He
was keenly alive, and .heedless of the falling Debris ;
he was even contemptuous
of the shells, and knew
only that his men needed him. The same apparently
careless views pervaded his mind, and he was urging
on the shaken men. Shells fell in rapid succession up
and down the road; again he glanced at the unwieldy
captive balloon that was directing this stream of death.
Every shell told.
“Damned
fine gunnery,”
he muttered.
His mind
was as a thing apart. It was fiercely active; his body
was a mere appendage of his swift-working mind. So
had it been when, a voice in the wilderness, he had
faced
an audience
politely hostile, superciliously
patronising. Then he had been all mind, pitilessly driving
through the mists of ignorance. Now he was merely
a mind, as pitilessly directing the minds and bodies
of shell-shaken
men.
“Bury that log deeper. . . . Damn you, do you
think the Pioneers allow work like that?
You’re a
new man. Watch Brett, there. . . . Who the hell
taught you to handle a shovel like that? Here, I’ll
show you. . . . Corporal, for God’s sake, can’t you see
those men are getting in each other’s way? You two
handle the logs. That’s right . . . .” and he moved
up and down. At intervals he was on his face; then
sprang up and urged the men to greater efforts. One
shell burst near him. He could hear the cries of the
wounded; several others were badly shaken. One man
sat on the roadside, his eyes starting from his head,
his limbs twitching.
The subaltern approached ; he
himself was amazed at the supersession of his normal
self by this forceful, blaspheming, pitiless mind, and
the blind fury turned on the man.
“What’s
the matter with you?”
“I’m the only man left in the section, sir.”
“Then get to hell on to the road and do the work
of the whole damned section.”
The quivering
man
rose and set to work. The young officer knew that it
wasn’t the cynical, light-spirited youth of the morning
who spoke. Yet he knew that he was correct, even
in his outrageous behaviour.
He was not a swearer,
and the foul language simply flowed from him. He was
not a bully, yet here he was a slave-driver of fiendish
cunning
wild-mannered,
with a broad comprehension
of the art of “turning the blind eye,” he was now
become a lurid slanger of trivial faults. Yet he knew he
was doing the right thing. The men worked like
fiends, too. The road grew, and lengthened its sinuous
course.
He reached the more advanced end, a rise. Turning,
he beheld the men at the lower end spreading out and
moving off the work. No message had reached him,
and he ’set off to investigate.
“Orders to move off the road, sir.”
“Oh, from whom?”
“Don’t know, sir !”
“Then what the hell do you mean by passing such an
order?
Any fool could start that racket.”
Near the bottom of the road he met a senior officer,
sent from H.Q. to order the men to withdraw until
darkness.
“Very good, ’sir. Is Captain Talbot leading them
Off ?”
“Talbot’s
dead. One of the first shells killed him.’’
“Then I’m in command of the Company. Excuse

me, sir. Sergeant! stop the men just over the crest.
I’ll see all men off the job.”
He did. Then he moved down the road.
A curious
singing noise seemed to be approaching.
In his deafness
he couldn’t estimate it.
He knelt down.
As he
knelt, ready to fling himself on his face, his helmet
rang and jerked from his head.
It was a lump of
shell, the bursting of which he had not noticed. This
stray piece badly dented his helmet, and “richo’d off.”
He picked up his helmet, felt his head, and walked on,
despite a slight concussion. Such freaks are common
enough.
He felt no pain; but his helmet would not
rest on his head. It wobbled ludicrously.
His men were standing
in clusters.
Some were
sitting down. Some, the strain over, had broken down.
“Fall in !” The words were the words of the mind.
Never in his life before had he uttered such tones. The
men obeyed. One or two staggered ; two were incapable
of voluntary movement. Soon the ranks were as if on
parade,
and those blazing
grey
eyes watched
unblinkingly. The routine begun, he carried it through
sternly,
tyrannically.
“Call the roll.” In his normal mood he would have
faltered.
He knew perfectly that dozens would not
answer.
The platoon sergeants reported their lists
of casualties.
He did not blink.
They might as well
have said, “All present and correct, sir !” He took
it as part of the ceremony. He inspected the men, now
fast steadying under the rigid discipline. He took it
easily, joking here, slanging
there, encouraging
all
the time.
The men entered into the spirit of the
parade, and were well pleased.
“Plenty for your bob a day, eh?” he asked one
man, who had escaped sudden death by a fraction of
an inch.
“Yes, sir, for one day,” replied the smiling lad, for
discipline was merging into the old comradeship. “And
you don’t seem to have had an easy passage, sir,” he
added, staring at the ugly, ludicrous helmet, wobbling
on the subaltern’s white head.
The inspection over, men obviously suffering from
the hideous strain were dispatched to H.Q., and the
rest ordered to fall out on the side of the. road to
await orders.
They talked and smoked, while the
summer
sun sank gorgeously.
Batteries
all round
them dinned and chattered.
Shells fell near the
batteries, but the men were heedless, and lolled at
ease.
The subaltern was amongst them, joking as
though the events of the last hours had never occurred.
At last, as the sun sank, the Company Commander
arrived.
He was stricken;
his greatest friend was
gone.
The subaltern explained the situation to him,
and asked permission to go back to search for three
men who were missing.
“No; you’ve done enough.”
But a search party
was sent.
Of two, no trace was ever found.
The
Captain had orders to march the Company back;
and the men marched like veterans. They swung into
the yard near their billets, and were dismissed. When
the subaltern visited them again two hours later, most
“PIONEER. ”
of them were sound asleep.
THE

CUCKOO.

As I walked forth this morning, the trees were so bare,
So cold and almost wintry the April air,
And the April sky so low, sunless, and dark,
I was glad when I heard the cuckoo call in the park;
For in my heart I had feared, as a man will,
That the unrelenting winter stayed with us still.
So was I heavy of heart, and so did I fear
For all that the holy spirit of man holds dear,
As I watched the darkening skies, and the creeping cold,
And freedom frozen stiff, in a world grown old.
But when I was saddest, lo, they came running to me,
drying the incredible news, Russia was free!
J. D. C. Pellow.

Views

and Reviews.

GOOD
RESOLUTIONS.
IT is a continual gratification to me to observe how
events justify Mr. Lloyd George’s selection of himself
for the position of Premier. When he put his plan for
a smaller Cabinet before Mr. Asquith, to take one
example, Mr. Asquith insisted that the Prime Minister
should have a seat in it; and when Mr. Lloyd George
became Prime Minister, he did have a seat in the War
Cabinet.
Mr. Asquith‘ suggested an Imperial
Conference
after the war to consider what alterations should be
made in the constitutional structure of the Empire; Mr.
Lloyd George, who believes in striking the iron when it
is hot and when not, called an immediate Conference,
which is ‘‘of opinion that the readjustment
of the
constitutional
relations of the component part of the Empire
is too important and intricate a subject to be dealt with
during the war, and that it should form the subject of
a Special Imperial Conference to be summoned as soon
a; possible after the cessation of hostilities.”
If Mr.
Asquith had remained in power, this reform would have
been delayed until after the war ; but Mr. Lloyd George
has secured its execution after the cessation of hostilities.
When we contemplate the results achieved by
him, we must feel that we are in the presence not of a
man, but of a great natural force that overwhelms all
obstacles and makes steadily for righteousness.
The resolutions passed by the Imperial War
Conference
are good resolutions
far better,
I think,
than
would have been passed if Mr. Asquith had summoned
the
Conference
The pathway to democracy is paved
with good resolutions, and these are the best.
The
first thing that we notice about them is that they were
all unanimously adopted; “on no occasion was it found
necessary to take a division or to withdraw a motion.
because agreement could not be reached. ” This is the
proof of statesmanship,
and contrasts vividly with the
mere Parliamentary dexterity
of Mr. Asquith ; these
resolutions, I venture to say, were of the nature of
foregone conclusions, very unlike the controversial
measuresthat Mr. Asquith would have submitted.
A
conferencesummoned by the late Prime Minister would
have had divisions, and Minority Reports, and all the
rest of the Parliamentary paraphernalia;
but Mr. Lloyd
George’s conference has revealed the spirit of Imperial
unity, has demonstrated
to the world the indivisibility
of the Imperial War Conference What a Premier is
this ! Here there was no Coalition, no party truce;
nothing but gentle and unforced accord.
One example will suffice. It was suggested by Mr.
Asquith some time ago that the Irish question should be
referred to the Imperial War Conference. The suggestion
was characteristic
of its author
; for the Irish
questionis a most contentious question since it has been
settled by the passage of the Home Rule Act. If the
question had been brought before, the Conference, its
astonishing unity might have been endangered, in spite
of the fact that the Dominions have expressed their
agreement with Home Rule. Apparently,
the question
was not submitted, for no resolution relating to it has
been published ; and Sir Edward Carson’s ingenious
method of countering the submarine menace by hitting
German torpedoes and mines with British cargo vessels,
and thus exploding these dangers to navigation,
is
rewarded by leaving him free from the operation of an
Act that he detests.
It would have been grossly unfair
to put the Conference in such a dilemma that it had to
decide between its approval of Home Rule for Ireland
and
its
approval
of
Sir
Edward
Carson’s
services to the Empire; Mr. Asquith would have put it
in such a dilemma, but the superior wisdom of our
present Premier saved the Conference
from the
possibility
ofdisagreement.
The gratifying result is that the Conference, while

not committing itself to a formal resolution, has been
graciously pleased
to approve
of our Constitutional
Monarchy ; and with true Colonial frankness journeyed
to the King at Windsor to tell him so. The King, I
doubt not, was pleased to receive this unsolicited
testimonial to the value of the Monarchy to the Empire,
the more so because it must have assured him that he
had friends who would protect him against
the
consequencesof Mr. H. G. Wells’ advocacy of
Republicanism.
This recognition
of the Monarchy
and
profession of attachment to it was the more gracious when
we remember that the Conference had, in one resolution,
expressed the view that the reorganisation
of the
Empire “should be based upon a full recognition of the
Dominions
as autonomous nations
of an Imperial
Commonwealth”
;
and
the
Colonial representatives
were pleased to extend their recognition even to His
Majesty’s Empire of India as “an important part” of
that same Commonwealth. From anyone else, this
patronage would be insufferable; but from these brothers
in arms
we must accept their approval
of our
monarchical institutions
as a compliment
to our
political wisdom.
Praise from the Colonies is praise
indeed !
Throughout
the resolutions
we observe
the most
statesmanlike qualifications.
On the one hand, we
have the assertion of an Imperial Commonwealth;
on
the other hand, we have the assertion of the autonomy
of the States constituting it. The
Imperial
War
Conference“accepts the principle of reciprocity of treatment
between India and the Dominions,”
but
recognises
the autonomy
of
the
Dominions,
and
only
recommends
the Memorandum
to the favourable
consideration of the Governments concerned. Armaments
should be standardised,
“as far as the special
circumstancesof each country admit” ; tariffs should give
a preference to the products of the Empire, “having
due regard to the interests
of our. Allies.”
The
resources of the Empire in food, raw materials,
and
manufacturers,
should be organised
and developed ;
and “the Conference commends
to the consideration
of the Governments summoned thereto the enactment
of such legislation as may assist this purpose.” Here
is no hectoring tyranny, no commanding Imperialism ;
the Empire will serve its own good, but, like Falstaff,
not upon compulsion. Everything
is to be changed,
but nothing is to be altered; “continuous consultation’’
and “concerted action”
are the watchwords
of the
Imperial Commonwealth.
This
is the gentlest
Imperialism ever invented, as Tolstoyan in its attitude
as Sterne’s ass : “Don’t beat me-but if you wilt, you
may.”
It might justly be called the Christian
Commonwealth,where everything is achieved by good-will.
Perhaps the most characteristic,
both in, intention and
qualification, of these resolutions is the last, concerning
the moral condition of EngIand.
It is resolved that
the authorities, “by legislation or otherwise, ” should
be empowered to keep the streets, the neighbourhood
of camps, and other places of public resort, clear, “as
far as practicable,”
of women of the prostitute class;
“and to take any other steps that may be necessary
to remedy the serious evil that now exists.”
Here
is no fanaticism, nothing to prevent wholesome
enjoyment;
it is only against
a special class that the
recommended
action is to be taken, and then only so far as
practicable.
This moderation on a subject that usually
excites the most frantic suggestions
is notable;
and
suggests that by calling the Empire to our counsels
we shall add a sober wisdom, a moderated activity,
to the solution of our problems. These
resolutions
leave everybody free to do the best they can for the
good of the Empire, leave everybody free to determine
for himself what is best, leave matters exactly where
they found them except for the enunciation
of the
necessity of doing good.
It is a triumph for Mr.
Lloyd George.
A. E. R.

Reviews.
Russia

and Europe.
By
Gregor Alexinsky.
Translated
by Bernard Miall. (Fisher Unwin. 10s. 6d.
net.)
It is a relief to turn from the vivid journalism of
English writers on Russia, with their fantastic revelations of the “soul" of the Russian people or their
insistence
on
merely
literary
influences
and
resemblances, to an historical treatment of the subject by
a Russian. The “Europeanisation”
of Russia
is no
new phenomena;
it began before Peter the Great, with
Ivan the Terrible.
“In the fifteenth century,
there
came to Moscow those European traders and artisans
who ‘laid the foundations
of the principal urban
trades.’
The first comers were for the most part
Italians. . . . In the sixteenth century, under Ivan the
Terrible, Russia for the first time became the theatre
of an energetic rivalry between the traders of Germany
and
England.”
And the history of the relations
between Europe and Russia, as M. Alexinsky develops it,
is a history of extremes; at one time, Russia receives
every foreigner and every innovation with open arms,
at another time she closes her ports, turns a deaf ear
to all European teaching, and slants her eyes towards
the East and antiquity.
It is most strange that after
three centuries
of alternative
“ Europeanisation”
and
“nationalism,”
Russia should still, as in the time of
Ivan the ‘Terrible, be inviting everyone (but Germans)
to come in and assist her development.
Surely if there
were any real affinity between the Russian and the
European mind, methods and systems once introduced
would be naturally developed and extended by the
Russianpeople; but they seem to have no practical genius
of their own. In what we consider the most important
branches
of industry, for example, European
capital
predominates ; “in the metallurgical industry, British,
Belgian,
and French capital predominates.
The real
creator of metallic exploitation
in the Donetz region
was an Englishman, John Hughes, who was also the
pioneer of coal-mining in the European manner in the
same region. . . . The petroleum industry in the
Caucasusis the work of Swedish and English capital. . . .
German capital has been attracted by the mines and
factories of Poland. .
But it has since then been attracted more especially by the textile, which, although
it was introduced
by British,
Dutch,
and French
capitalists, none the less received a powerful impulse at
the hands of a ‘German, Ludwig Knoop, who came to
Moscow in 1839 as the representative
of an English
firm, and there established, first, with the assistance of
British capitalists,
but afterwards
independently, 122
weaving-sheds
in the regions
of Petersburg
and
Moscow.” ‘ The European would think that, with these
examples before them, the Russian people would
discover how to exploit their own natural advantages; but
they seem to divide naturally into acceptors of and
protesters against European direction of their development.
That tendency to say “Yea” and “Nay” is only one
instance of their peculiar duality; the Russian people,
for example, is a pacific people, but in the last two
centuries, 128 years and 4 months have been occupied
with war. In the Russian bylinas, war is accepted only
as a means of defence; but of the 35 wars waged during
these two centuries,
2 were internal and 33 were
external; 22 were wars of conquest, their object being the
extension of the national territory, and these lasted 101
years.
The 4 purely defensive wars lasted 4.3 years;
the other wars, “of a mixed or special character,”
lasted ten years. The two internal wars (in the Caucasus
and
Asia)
lasted
6;
years. If this is the record
of “a pacific people,” we can only wish that the Russians were warlike.
that
duality
is characteristic ;
they are the most pious people in the world, but “a
Russian Socialist is always an atheist.” They seem
incapable of modifying a belief or a system; they can
do nothing in detail, but have actually to “change their

minds,” their whole minds, so soon as they differ on
one point.
They are either revolutionaries
or
reactionaries ; Bakunin, and not only he, changed “from
political and religious conservatism to anarchism and
atheism . . . from a Germanophile and Francophobe to
a Francophile and Germanophobe. ” At one time, they
are all for science; at another time, they arc all for
religion ; now absolute freedom, now complete repression,
and the one state follows the other as regularly
as in a case of cyclic insanity. They liberate,
and
enslave; “we find the same blunder exemplified in the
present war. A considerable portion of the Russian
(Ruthenian) and Polish population
of Bukovina and
Galicia, dissatisfied
under the Austrian domination,
gladly welcomed the Russians when they occupied the
two provinces. But the civil officials who followed the
armies immediately began their work of reaction and
oppression, irritating the indigenous population by the
persecutions of their police. ” They contrast “pagan
Europe” with “Holy Russia)” although
the Kaiser
now claims the Divine election as powerfully as did
Alexander I ; they are arrogant and humble in a breath.
They constitute themselves the protectors of the Slavs
of the Balkans ; but “although fifty years ago, Russia,
albeit herself
but
half-civilised
and
despotically
governed, drew to herself the Slavs of the Balkans, then
subjected to the terrible yoke of the Sultans, and leading an almost barbarous existence, to-day her proteges
have become independent, and have entered upon a
process of rapid civilisation and Europeanisation ; they
have even in some respects, outstripped their sometime
liberator, Russia. They possess highly democratic
Constitutions, Parliaments, an intense political life, while
in Russia the. constitution21 regime is hardly born, and
many vestiges of the old regime remain. Consequently,
the gaze of her sometime clients is turning toward
Western Europe, not to her.” It is a people that
producesprophets, and gives birth to their persecutors at
the same time; that is open intellectually to all the
influences of European culture, but denies them practical
expression.
It is a people with a most remarkable
literature, which most of its members cannot read ; it
is a most democratic country with a most tyrannous
Government, it is a people of slaves and saviours of the
world. And with this living contradiction, M. Alexinsky
thinks that Western culture will combine, and “that
our country will cease to he a European Russia and
become a Russian Europe. ” Europe, in short, will be
swallowed up in Russia, if phrases connote realities.
Turkey,
Greece,
and
the Great
Powers:
A
Study in Friendship and Hate. By G. F. Abbott.
(Robert Scott. 7s.
net.)
Believing that the present can only be understood
by reference to the past, Mr. Abbott set himself the
task of tracing the relations (chiefly the diplomatic
relations) between the European Powers and Turkey
and Greece during the last five centuries.
The plan
was magnificent, but could not be adequately realised
in one volume ; and Mr. Abbott is himself so
influenced by “friendship and hate)’ that his book loses
symmetry.
He writes at great length of the indignities
suffered by ambassadors
at the Porte
until the
beginning of the nineteenth century to show what is
a very human failing as though it were peculiar to the
Turks ; the arrogance of a conquering race is really
naivete, not a double dose of original sin. On Mr.
Abbott’s own showing, the European ambassadors to
the Porte were not respectable according to Turkish
ideas, and they were, therefore, not respected ; but
Napolean spoke to the Turks in the language they
could understand, that of war, anti they have modified
their manners since then. Mr. Abbott quotes Prince
Hardenberg“s “ Memoirs” to show that Napoleon said
to the Tsar : “It is impossible any longer to endure
the presence of the Turks in Europe ; you are at liberty
to chase them into Asia; but observe only, I rely upon

it that Constantinople is not to fall into-the hands of
any European Power”; and such a policy could not
fail to impress the Turks with a sense of the importance
of,
at least,
one European
Power.
If Mr.
Abbott’s judgment of the Turks is correct, that they
respect only those who can beat them, it becomes imperative that the operations now proceeding should be
completely successful, and should convert the unspeakable
into the admirable Turks. The whole history, as
related by Mr. Abbott, is such a tangle ’of conflicting
purposes, peculiar friendships, and singular treacheries,
that we conclude that the Turks are still in Europe
because the European Powers behaved like the fleas
who failed to throw Mark Twain out of bed because
they did not co-operate.
But the sympathy that Mr.
Abbott bestows neither
upon
the Turks
nor
the
European Powers he lavishes upon the Greeks. Their
long travail of subjection he ascribes to their virtues,
their energy,
their initiative,
their individuality,
makingany effective combination of them impossible. To
him they are the psychological, if not the lineal, descendants
of the classical
Greeks,
and
the ancient
glory
still invests them: Add to their racial propensity for
infinite sub-division
the diplomatic treacheries
that,
again and again,, have sacrificed them, and their
belated renascence becomes intelligible. Russia,
which
has ever interpreted “freedom” as a change of masters,
receives the most vigorous condemnation
from Mr.
Abbott for. her treatment of the Greeks; and “the
intercourse of Great Britain with the Hellenic race, since
its political re-birth, will, on the whole, be remembered
for its blunders.”
France alone, after centuries
of
vacillation, seems to have settled down into cordial,
friendship for Greece; on the other hand, Mr. Abbott
insists that Germany, by her policy of alliance with
Turkey,
was compelled to ignore or even to oppose
Greece.
In his record of recent political events in
Greece, Mr. Abbott is frankly a special pleader; but
as we have not been too well informed of the justification
of the Grecian case for neutrality,
Mr. Abbott’s
reading of events, although rather partial, will serve a
useful purpose.
The book is manifestly based on
extensive research, of which Mr. Abbott does not make
the best use as an historian ; his sympathies and his
antipathies
determine
his use of his material, and
it he does not like a man or a period, he will pass
over him or it in a page or paragraph.
But the book
has the fascination of all diplomatic history; and Mr.
Abbott’s familiarity with Balkan countries enables him
to write, in a rather caustic style, a judgment rather
than a history of diplomacy in the South-East
of
Europe.
Hungry Stones, and Other Stories. By Sir
Rabindranath
Tagore.
(Macmillan.
5s.
net.)
“What man is there of you, whom if his son ask
bread, will he give him a stone?”
Sir Rabindranath
Tagore is really an impossible story-teller;
to tell us
a tale of psychometric vision, he must thrust himself
and a friend into a railway carriage, create a railway
traveller who is determined to tell a story, break off
the story when Sir Rabindranath Tagore’s invention
fails him, and leave the two friends politely
incredulous.
The writer is supposed to be a mystic, but he is
simply sentimental.
Why,
Mr.
Blackwood
does
immeasurably better than this in “The Wave,” and
Kipling’s clerk in “The Finest Story in the World”
was
not
Handicapped
by
puerile
agnosticism.
The
other
stories
are
no
more satisfactory;
their point is either infinitesimal
or missing,
and
their style is not so brilliant
that we can forgo
content for the sake of it. The simplicity is born not
of singleness of spirit, but of windiness of mind; and
the impartiality is ’that of Mr. Facing-both-ways.
He
writes “We Crown Thee King” to satirise the poor
Hindu who imitates the European ; he writes “The
Renunciation
to justify the Hindoo who renounces his
caste for the love of a woman.

Pastiche.
AN APPRECIATION
OF WM. Margrie,
JUN.
'' Behold, a new star has arisen in the firmament!"
the heaven-sent genius has arrived at last ;
Before such brilliance Archer stands aghast;
The shade of Shakespeare mutters in dismay,
“ My kingdom is no more," and sadly fades away.
The " ghost " of Ibsen wrings his filthy hands,
And " questions " not-at last lie understands ;
For Charlie Chaplin’s rule is almost o'er ;
He'll ne’er survive such dazzling metaphor.
How vain the art of Brieux and of Shaw !
" G. K.” must stand upon his head to draw
Such admiration; I alone have wit,
Supreme, indeed, among the gods I sit.
P. Allott.
Predicaments
CONCERNING
MUSIC.
the function of music is the development and use of
a language of symbols which shall be the outward and
audible signs of inward and spiritual realities.
These symbols are riot in themselves
of primary
importance.
X and Y are in themselves nothing; they arc neither
beautiful nor ugly.
The " pleasant sound " ideal in music is analogous
to the photographic ideal in painting.
A melodious jingle of notes or words is meaningless.
Take care of the sense, and the sound will take care
of itself : in music and in poetry.
The lure of physical beauty has led music to an
impasse.
Conscious quest of beauty ends in lust or nothing.
Beauty happens : it is incidental to the equation of
idea. and form
This equation cannot be acheived if the idea were
better expressed in another medium.
There is no excuse for “ musical illustrations.”
" Realism " and " impressionism " in music. were
fully understood and practised by William Byrd before
the close of the sixteenth century.
There was no need for their recrudescence three
hundred
years later.
Progress along these lines being impossible, it is not
surprising to find that no progress has been made.
If words are set to music, the music must be as
independent an entity as the poem.
The poem must be re-created rather than interpreted.
To underline a poem word by word is the work of a
misguided
schoolmaster.
Opera is therefore in its true nature a projection, on
the stage, of musical. conceptions which, expressed in
terms of music alone, would not be sufficiently clear.
It is not drama with music added.
Action in opera must therefore differ as much from
action in drama as speech differs from song.
As yet we have no adequate symbolic language of
action to parallel music.
Hints for its construction may be taken from danceexperimenters, such as Nijinsky and Margaret Morris :
but only hints. . . .
Technique is the power of externalising
ideas, and
springs from the same creative source as the ideas
themselves.
To the seeker of technical devices, as to the beautyseeker, may be said : " Seek first the kingdom of God
and these things shall be added unto you.” . . .
The Salvation Army is perhaps wise to offer substitutes,
for
things
forbidden.
The Church, too, has its Gounod and Barnby, Stainer
and Bacchus Dykes, who have all contributed towards
the popularity, of '' Tristan " and Tcahaikovsky.
There is, however, little artistic justification for music
whose raison d’etre is solely. aphrodisiacal. . . .
It is necessary to be before attempting to do. It is
not enough to have learnt.
Apes learn.
(See, for
example, the tabulated, alphabetical list of the emotions,
with directions for their musical expression in " Modern
Musical Composition,'' by F. Corder, Professor of the
Royal Academy of Music, London.)

Anyone can be taught to conjure, but the master
alone works miracles.
When the master appears, his fiercest opponents are
always the conjurers.
This is the golden age of conjurers of music.
Delius is, therefore, ignored, Bela Bartok unknown,
and Bernard van Dieren derided.
For the fool there is nothing more ridiculous than
the sublime.
impartiality is a fine cloak for ignorance, when
derisionis risky.
A sweet spectacle indeed is the impartial
newspaperman,
poising himself upon his non-committal
tail.
his true function, however, is to stimulate the
dormant critical faculty of the public, so as to render
himself not only superflous but impossible,
For the present it is suggested to him that the task
of seeking and revealing hidden treasure would avail
more than all his derision and impartiality.
Philip
Heseltine.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
CAN AMERICA SAVE US FROM FAMINE?
Sir, -The question that everyone is asking is what
the effect of America will be upon the food problem.
Will it save us from the threat of starvation
It is
hard to tell ; but we can examine the facts and make
some estimate.
England has exhausted her home-grown food, and is
now entirely dependent on oversea supplies. She must
depend on them until next November; and as our
harvestthreatens to be the poorest on record, she will have
but 'little respite when it arrives.
The English harvest of 1917 will be very bad for three
reasons :(I) The unprecedentedly bad spring. From January I
to April I it was the worst spring for a generation,
whilst April was worse than ever recorded. and April
days, when lost by the farmer, cannot be regained.
(2) The bad autumn, when the lack of labour
preventedthat cultivation of the soil which is essential for
a good crop next year.
(3) The general aggravation caused by lie war ;
comprisingfoulness of soil, lack of men and, manure, the
harassing of the farmer by various order;; and a
hundredmore troubles.
As a result of these, whatever the weather may be
from now to October, the coming harvest will be miserably
poor.
But the dislocation of war affected agriculture all the
world over, and everywhere in 1916 the same cry arose.
The available sources of supply for England were short,
and must be shorter still in 1917. Australia has wheat,
but she is far away; whilst ships are as scarce as
potatoes.
Until America joined the Allies, the outlook was
anything but promising. The steady submarine toll was
telling, and the warnings issued at intervals by those
in authority
together
with the increasingly
drastic
orders of the Food Controller, showed which way the
wind was blowing.
We were faced by stringency beginning in May and
culminating in November next. If you examine a chart
of monthly food prices since war began, you will see
that they jump in November ; and next November those
who hold the gathered harvest will be loth to part.
They will be too alarmed by the outlook, and will want
to wait and see what happens through the winter--if
the war lasts!
This was clear. But the entry of America alters the
situation, and to arrive at a decision we must take the
factors for and against an improvement.
First, then, for the favourable side.
At present, American shipping is going, at its will,
in the most profitable direction, taking goods across
the Pacific, or to South America or Africa,
or
anywhere.
But should England be faced by actual starvation,
America
might
commandeer
the
whole
of
her
mercantilemarine and send it to Britain, laden with food,
either from Canada, the United States, South America
Australia or China ; and she could convoy them with
her destroyers in safety.
It is stated that the immense manufacturing resources
of the United States will be turned at once to ship-

building, and that in three months they will begin to
launch wooden and steel ships.
Their capacity in this direction is immeasurable. We
have secured the use (for the Allies) of a very large
tonnage
of interned
German shipping, which, with
Brazil, will amount to about three-quarters of a million
tons.
This will help.
Further, there is the assistance of the American Navy
and the ingenuity
of the American inventor and
manufacturerin coping with the submarine..
No one can foresee of what value this may be.
On the other hand is the fact that the mercantile
navy of the United States is small; that its convoying
across the world presents great difficulties ; and that
the American Navy may be wanted at home if German
submarines begin operations on the American coast.
These will probably‘ nullify any assistance that might
be looked for; or, at any rate, render it of small effect.
The chief point, however, is that experience teaches
us that, when modern war breaks out, there is an
instant dislocation of production.
Perhaps a million (perhaps more) Americans will he
drawn, mainly from agriculture, into the Army and
Navy, and therefore into industrial idleness, and an
unknown larger number will be directed to war work.
And these men eat more food. This is the universal
experience.
Again, the channel by which food flows from the
reservoirs of the United States to the Atlantic ports
will be more or less choked by the state of war.
That
is
certain.
If the war lasts for another year, we may be pretty
sure that America will produce less food and consume
more; and, so far from exporting any to Europe, will
be likely to import, herself, from the nearest supply.
The real net gain is the released German shipping,
and this can be set against the last-mentioned factor.
It is therefore likely that for the next twelve months
our American Ally will not help us out of our food
troubles, and we must not relax our efforts for one
second.
If we can struggle through next winter, the increased
American shipbuilding would begin to tell strongly in
our favour, and 1918 would see the defeat of the U-boat
blockade,
however
the
Germans
accelerated
their
production.
We have therefore to provide against the coming
winter, and therefore there is only one way to do it.
We should at once adopt food tickets and ration
everybody.
If that is done now, we could face the immediate
future with confidence.
BERNARD GILBERT.
***
“PROFESSIONALISM AND ORIGINALITY.”
Sir,-Will you allow me a word of reply to the
remarks of your reviewer of my book bearing the above
title (April 19) ?
I am inclined to agree with him that the book is
“vieux jeu ”-in fact, very “vieux jeu” for the most
part.
Every book of martyrs, even the pages of
Smiles’s “ Self-Help ” and Gregory’s “ Discovery,” tell
exactly the same story.
I have merely attempted to
summarise in precise propositions the conflict between
conventionalism and innovation, not‘ because ’I have
much interest in the question as one of mere science
or speculation, but because I want to see constructive
work on professional organisation set in motion. My
interests are practical, not speculative.
But when your reviewer, commenting
on my
educationalproposals, remarks that he (Dr. Hayward)
“ seems to know nothing of the ‘ play ’ method or of
‘learning By doing,’” I fear there is only one answer
to the criticism : “ Not to ‘know one argues yourself
unknown.”
A reference to publishers’ lists would have
revealed to him that Dr. H. has written a book, now
in the third edition, on precisely these subjects. The
reason why I did not feel inclined to stress them was
that I no longer regarded them as novelties.
I am
amused to hear that your reviewer so regards them.
I note that my friend, Mr. F. J. Gould, has recently
been taken to task in another journal for declining to
discuss (as ‘‘ pedantic rarities ”) the arguments against
half-time labour.
Apparently
an educational
writer

must dish up every platitude,
every newspaper
cry
that has at last reached the stage of obviousness and
acceptance, or be condemned by critics who have
themselvesjust reached conviction. Such is not my
conception of an educationist’s duty, though I admit that
it is the official one. It goes by the name of “waiting
until public opinion is ripe.”
F. H. HAYWARD.

Memoranda.
‘(From last week’s NEW AGE.) ’
We are perhaps somewhat less of a mere population
and more of a people than the Germans.
America’s entry into the war will bestow upon us the
boon of ensuring peace when once peace is re-established.
What America demands of England is ideals.
The-character of a nation is shown not in what a
nation does when there is no particular reason for doing
otherwise, but in what a nation may be provoked to do.
War is the ultimate instrument of law.
Mr. Lloyd George, with all his elasticity of principle,
is fixed in his distrust and misunderstanding of Labour.
There is no other way of producing a real coalition
Government than by ensuring ourselves a real coalition
Parliament;
and there is no other way of securing a
real coalition Parliament than by holding a real nonparty election.
Never will it be forgotten that with the exercise of
only a little intelligence by our rulers, not merely
starvation, but even the fear of it, might have been spared
the nation.
We are getting past feeling the blows of Labour upon
Labour.
National Guilds are a defence for personal liberty
when every other defence has failed.-“ Notes of the
Week.”
Our newspapers and our public men displayed greater
enthusiasm over Italy and Roumania than they have
done over the United States.
The application of logical principles in practical life
is a capacity which the American shares with the Frenchman.
-S.
VERDAD.
The object of Labour
NATIONALGUILDSMEN.
English literature assumes
ANTHONYFARLEY.

is

the

control

the wealth

of Capital.-

of its patrons,-

The neglected factor in education is the training of the
unconscious mind.
If education is to mean the liberation of faculty, it is
worth while to see whether we cannot liberate faculty
at its source.--Kenneth
RICHMOND.
To be regarded as a writer would be, next to not
being one, the most annoying thing in the present world.
-R. H. C.
Is the artist going downhill because he is tired? Or
is he tired because he is going downhill?
A single eye and not a single thought : the definition
of the realist.
A platitude is an idea not understood by its writer.EDWARD MOORE.
The State will increase its paternal attitude towards
the worker at the cost of his freedom.
As unemployment is “ a necessary process in capitalism,"
capitalists
should
be made
to maintain
their
workers during the period of unemployment .-PROFESSOR
T. A. SMIDDY.
If Christianity is to be a doctrine of salvation, the
Incarnation must be made intelligible by statement in
the terms of our own experience; the mystery remains,
but we are linked by affinity to the mystery.
If only the Freethinkers
would do a little free
thinking
-”
! Reviews. ”

PRESS CUTTINGS.
To the Editor of the ‘‘ New York Tribune.”
Sir,--Several
more or less vague suggestions have
lately been made in the public prints, some of them by
responsible persons, looking to the employment of
conscripted men on farms and in other productive
enterprisesowned ’by private individuals or corporations.
Whatever may be said in favour of the conscription
of men for military purposes, nothing can be said for
its use in private employment which will outweigh the
objection that one of its results will be to continue to
make profits for the owners of capital.
Unless Mr.
Gompers and the other Labour leaders of the country
are more innocent than I take them to be, they will
refuse point-blank to consent to any such arrangement.
If we really desire to learn from the experience of
Great Britain we should note the fact that not one strike
has occurred there of men engaged in a Governmentowned industry, but all in industries where ; profits were
being made for private owners.
It is quite possible that some measure may be passed
by Congress making strikes
upon railroads
illegal,
which is another form of conscription. This should be
accompanied by the absolute control of the railroads
by the Government, and the elimination of all dividends
and profits to the stock and bond holders during the
continuance of such a strike prohibition. The right to
strike is one of the great‘ distinctions between free
labour and slave labour. And the distinction between
slave labour and conscripted labour is in the employer
-in the first case, the employer being a private person
or corporation taking its profit from the product, and
in the other the employer being the Government, in
whose service the labourer feels himself to he working
solely for. the benefit of himself, his family, and his
country.
The principle of free contract is at the foundation of
our modern industrial system.
If the nation finds it
necessary to temporarily
suspend
that
principle,it
should do so for both parties to the
contract--that is,
while withdrawing from Labour the right
to
strike, it
should also withdraw from the owner
the
right to
profits.
Great Kills, N.Y.
BERTHA W. Howe.
As an example of what we should do, and also what
we should avoid doing, I take the case of sugar. The
Government purchase of sugar was wise and timely,
but they cannot be congratulated on the methods of
distribution.
A Sugar Coinmission was set up, and
that Commission, I believe, did not contain a single
representative
of the Co-operative
retail distributive
societies, though these societies know intimately the
needs of the working people, and have a membership
of between three and four millions, and were doing a
trade, even before the war, of
a year.
The
schemes of the Sugar Commission encouraged
extravagance,
and
were
grossly
unfair. They were unfair as
between rich and poor, as between one family and
another, one trader and another, one district and another.
They might have been devised by men entirely marooned
from the mass-life of the people. They have gradually
broken down, and been swept away amid a storm of
general protest.
Is it impossible to find a just method of distribution
of whatever sugar is available?
There is sufficient
sugar, it would appear, to permit an allowance of half
a pound per head per week. Some people have little
difficulty in getting more than their allowance, whilst
others get practically none, so there must be some
breakdown in the machinery of distribution. Now the
Government at this moment have in their bands full
control over the supplies of sugar. Is it beyond their
ingenuity to come to terms with the wholesale and
retail distributive agencies, so that these agencies, on
the basis of a reasonable commission for their services,
would undertake to carry out fair distribution among
customers-each family getting its share and no more ?
-W. C. ANDERSON, M.P., in the “Daily News.”

Many must have noticed, as one of the main facts
of the times, that politicians are always a long way
behind the times. And many may also have noticed,
as Mr. Belloc once noticed in an article in the NEW
AGE, that when politicians do get the new notions they
generally get them wrong. Phrases regarded as fads
when first used in the “ New Witness ” and THE NEW
AGE are now everywhere used; but they are also
everywhere
misused. People talk of the Servile State; but
many believe it means tyranny; many believe it means
Socialism; few can bring themselves to believe that it
means exactly what it says. Similarly THE NEW AGE
phrase “ profiteering ” is narrowed to excessive warprofiteering.
A word is so much wanted for the latter
that this is more excusable; but it is doubtless unjust
to the sound economic logic of the term.--‘‘The New
Witness.
”
To the Editor of the “ New Witness.”
Sir,-Apropos
of your query in last week’s “New
Witness ” as to where “ liberal”’ Germany was when
the Hohenzollerns strode across Belgium, is it altogether
irrelevant to ask where “ liberal ” England was when
the legions of her Government
strode across South
Africa? And perhaps it is not altogether beside the
point to ask about the whereabouts
of “liberal”
Englandwhen the tragedy of Louvain was being enacted in
Dublin, and when heroic young men, whose only crime
was that they thought their country was entitled to that
freedom for which the Allies profess to be fighting, were
being brutally shot by English firing parties at the
command of English officers ? The weakness of putting
national considerations before liberal principles is not
peculiar to Germany.
Kildare.
J. DUNNE.
The thirty odd thousand owners of
and
upwards are not contributing to the public revenue in
anything like the same proportion of their taxable income as the five million manual-working women who
are now reinforcing our men in the factories and
workshops,on whom Mr. Bonar Law is levying a prodigious
tea and sugar tax, to say nothing of a tax on
matches,
a tax on the oil of the poor lamp that lights their
rooms.
These wealthy families are not being taxed in accordance
with Adam Smith’s celebrated canons of taxation ;
and they are not bearing as much as either the bankers’
organ, the “ Economist,” nowadays desires, or as the
Professor of Political Economy at Cambridge suggests.
Meanwhile we deliberately increase, without
necessity,
the rise in the cost of living which is oppressing every
poor household. It is important that we should be
reminded of these things, because they are not being
overlooked .by the organised wage-earners, whilst they
are either slurred over or completely unexpressed
in
most of the newspapers read by the propertied class.
The widespread resentment
at the Conscription
of
Labour remaining
still unaccompanied
by
the
Conscription of Wealth--a perfectly practicable measurewill not conduce to the removal of “ that old hostility
between Capital and Labour ” on which Mr. Bonar Law
bases so much of his hopes for the future. It is really
astonishing that the wealthy class in this country should
remain so blind to the way in which they have now
been thrown over by the economists as well as by the
workmen. Far from bearing more than their proper share
of the national burden, as they fondly imagine, these
thirty thousand or so families are bearing much less
than their, share.--“ The New Statesman.”

